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WXES 3181 ABSTRACT 
Abstract 
UMVNC is an application for FSKTM staff. Remote controlling software such as 
UMVNC has a variety of uses. It allows a person at a remote computer to assmne 
control of another computer across a network, as if they were sitting in front of the other 
computer. 
This thesis project is aimed to assist the operation and management of faculty of 
Computer Science and lnfonnation Technology. Network administrator or network 
technician can easily use UMVNC to control other PC. UMVNC can help to 
troubleshoot the computer of a distant less-technically-savvy relative. UMVNC can also 
be used in cducalionnl conlexts, for example lo allow a dislributed group of s111dc11ts 
simultaneously to view a computer screen being manipulated by an instnictor, or to 
allow the instruclor to tnkc conl rol of the sludcnts' compulcrs to provide assistance 
This thcsi' project hns been developed on Windows XP Professional and the software 
de elopmcnt tools - Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 Professional Edition. I used 
C#.NET to develop and enhance lhc foat un.:s of UMVNC. 
It is hoped that FSKTM and University of Malaysia can use the Virtual Network 
Computing Application to manage the network computers. Beside that, I hope this 
UMVNC application will be further developed and enhance features in the future to 
explore more functionalities that can be offered so that it can actually be put into use. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview of Virtual Network Computing CUMVNC) application 
Virtual Network Computing (UMVNC) application are new in the field of 
computing science. With VNC, the user can remote access to any computers at the 
campus or computer lab which the computer has a agent running behind!. The user 
can access the computers from a remote location. 
Networks (and network programming) have come a long way over the past 20 years. 
In the early days of network computing (the '80s), network programming was left to 
the advanced programmer, who typically built applications using the C programming 
language in (mostly) Unix environments. 
Now, networks are everywhere, from large corporations to small hornc users. With 
so mnny computers connecte<l togcthcr via networks, network-aware applications arc 
an accepted necessity. Existing applications must incorpomte network features to 
stay compctiti c in thc mur~ctplucc, nnd adding network communication to 
applicat ions is essentinl. 
Network programs are used for everything from children's games to advanced 
corporate database systems. 
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Some of Features of VNC Application 
Remote tools let you run vital utilities remotely to solve problems and modify 
settings. 
Utilities you can use remotely include Command Prompt. 
Other remote capabilities shutting down, rebooting workstations, logging off 
users 
Network programming has always been a key feature of the Microsoft Windows 
operating system. Unfortunately, you've had to know advanced C or c++ 
programming concepts to utilize the network programming features in Windows 
programs. Now, though, the .NET Framework languages simplify the task of adding 
network fea tures to your applications. The .NET libraries provide many network 
classes that can integrate network programming. 
The C# language has sol e<l many of my network programming problems by 
allowing me to quickly prototype nnd deploy nctwor~ applications using Cl/ classes. 
Combining the C# Forms library to write the gruphical code with the Cll Socket 
library to write the nctwor~ing code ma~es creating professional network 
applications simple. With # network classes, what used to take a day to \VTitc often 
only takes an hour or less. 
- 2 -
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CHAPTER I I NTRODUCTION 
1.2 Project Motivation 
The world before the invention of the network protocol (TCP/IP, UDP), before the 
rise of the Internet, Computer systems were usually standalone entities with no 
access to other systems. Applications were designed to use on one machine 
(workstation). 
There was very little communication via computer within or between companies. 
Even interpersonal messages often had to be delivered by hand. The advent of 
networking have changed the way of information sharing and distributed computing 
helped millions of people to get involved in computing especially for the business 
purposes. 
VNC empowers users to act as servers or clients. This has given a lot of control to 
common ust:rs or network administrator to control and manage the computer 
remotely without having to go to the target computer. What he has to do is launch the 
VNC application, then the VNC upplicntion wi ll connect to the remote computer 
(with agent running behind). So, it will muke the work more easy for network 
administrator or end users. 
Actually I known this type of remote application when l was doing my industrial 
training at eGENTING SON BHD during 16/2/2003 - 4/6/2004. My Supervisor 
mainly use the VNC application to control and manage the server without enter the 
server room! The invention of network application was make the people live more 
easily. 
- 1 -
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CHAPTER 1 INJ'RODUCTION 
Due to the benefits and advantages of using VNC technologies, A UMVNC 
application is built to help network administrator or end user to manage or solve the 
typical problems of VNC applications. 
- ·I -
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.3 Project Objectives 
This section will list the various objectjves to be achieved in this project. The main 
objectives are as follow: 
To build a convenient and useful VNC application, it is meant to be use in 
University Malaya Local Area Network. 
To allow the network administrator or network technician to monitor what the 
students do at computer lab (view the remote computer screen) if he or she 
suspect the student. 
To help Lab technician reduces the time when shutdown each computer 
manually before leaving the computer lab. 
To allow networ!.. udministmtor to send warnmg message to the client 
computer 
To create a user-friend ly VNC upplicntton. 
- 5 -
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1.4 Project Scope 
This project will cover on the local area network of University of Malaya itself It 
will bring attention to some stakeholders such as the faculty's staff and 
administrators, Head of Departments, Dean and students as users. The network 
administrator or network technician can easily manage all the computer in the lab. 
Below are the scope ofUMVNC: 
Remote Controlling 
The network administrator or network technician can remotely control the 
target machine (computer), monitor the student 's activity at computer lab. He 
also can change the setting of the remote host by using UMVNC application. 
This application help them to manage the network computer easily. 
Remote hutdown or Restart 
Remote Shutdown or Restnrt is one of the great fea ture integrated into 
UMVNC. It allow the network administrntor or network technician to restart 
or shutdown all the computer remotely. Wi th this feature the network 
administrator or network technician no m:cd to shutdown computers 
manunlly. At th~ result . it' s snvc time to manage the network computer. 
Remote \Varning System 
The network administrator or network technician can send a warning message 
to all the computer at local area network. At the client side, a warning 
message box will appear to let them know that the warning message sent by 
the network administrator or network technician. 
- 6 -
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Network Monitoring 
The network administrator or network technician are capable of monitoring 
the download and the upload speed, such as the transfer rate of the current 
network activity. Besides that, they network monitoring will calculate all the 
download and upload bytes. 
Logging System 
The logging system is created to let network administrator or network 
technician to check what action has been perfonned last time. The logging 
system will store the data like what and when the action have been 
pt:rfonned. 
System Tray 
The UMVNC has a function to hide the application nt the System Tray. A 
icon will be display at the System Trny. 
- 7-
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.5 Expected Outcome 
This VNC application,UMVNC application will be designed in a good 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) to let the network administrator or network 
technician use it easily without the study of the user manual extensively. An 
interactive, attractive and interesting presentation of user interface. 
UMVNC will improve the management of the network computer at the UM 
especially at Local Area Network (LAN). 
The remote functionality will make the work done easily without having to 
go to the target computer. 
To prove that the network functionality is the cutting-edge technology at the 
compuh.!r revolution in this new urcna. 
- 8 -
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
1.6 Project Limitations 
Inexperience skill 
Since C#.NET if the latest technology and there is limitations especially in 
personal skill when using it to develop a whole new system. 
Time Constraint 
This is a research project, so much time is needed to analyze and study on 
developing the system based on pure VNC technology and the mechanism. 
Besides that this project has to be handed out at next year 2005. Besides that, 
sufficient information has to be gathered before starting the project. 
Resources 
Reference books for C#.NET arc quite expensive m the market today. 
Resources such us coding and information about the latest technology hardly 
can be obtained. So the resource mainly gather from the internet and MSDN 
Humnn Resources 
This project is indi idual project. I hnve to complete the project as its project 
scope is too lnrge. This limitation will cause the system to be developed in a 
rush condition in order to de elop it on time. 
- t) -
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1.7 Project Schedule 
Jn order to achieve the project objectives, a project schedule was determined to 
manage the time and tasks that must be accomplished with the development phases. 
Figure 1. t shows the project schedule. With the proper project scheduJe planning, it 
will ensure that the project development process works out smoothly and leads to 
success. Figure shows the work breakdown and time allocation for each job that has 
to be done. 
Literature 
Review 
System 
Analysis 
System 
Design 
Coding 
Unit Testing 
Integration 
Testing 
System 
Testing 
Documentati 
on 
June July August November December January 
2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2005 
t 23 4 1 234 t 23 4 1 234 t 23 4 t 234 
Figure 1.1 : Project Schedule 
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1.8 Summary 
Chapter 1 introduce the entire project, it includes the overview of VNC application, 
definition of the project, project moti\ation, project objective, project scope, 
expected project outcome and project schedule. 
- I I -
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1.9 Report Organization 
This section contains brief introductory information of every chapter in this report to 
ensure a beuer understanding among readers about this project. 
Chapter l: Introduction 
gives a brief introduction to the whole project including the project overview, 
project motivation. project objectives. project scope. expected outcome, 
project limitations and project scheduJe to show the timeline of the project. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
studies on the events and problems that wi ll occur before the project begins. 
It cores the results of literature survey on several existing VNC system 
Besides that this chapter reviews the tools and languages that use to develop 
UMVNC. 
Chnptcr J: Methodology 
discuss the methodology in de eloping the system, and various techniques in 
solving probll!ms throughout the whole development process. 
Chapter 4: System Analysis 
discuss in details for the system requirements such as functional 
requirements, non-functional requirements, hardware and software 
requirements. It also explains the considerations in choosing vanous 
development tools and prof,rramming languages for this project. 
- 12 -
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Chapter 5: System Design 
provides details regarding the system design, database design and user 
interface design. 
- I J -
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CHAPTER2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 What is VNC? 
VNC stands for Virtual Network Computing. It is remote control software which 
allows you to view and interact with one computer (or the "server") using a simple 
program (the "viewer") on another computer anywhere on the Internet. 
The two computers don't even have to be the same type, so for example you can use 
VNC to view an office Linux machine on your Windows PC at home. VNC is freely 
and publicly available and is in widespread active use by millions throughout 
industry, academia and privately. 
l!oiol Wl t h C!.J ll Ul I Ullll l U!J a t thu hac.k•11 -ou111I \/1vwu 1 
···• I .. . . •• ,,• ...... 
RUtOS 
Figure 2.1: VNC Working Environment 
VNC has a wide range of applications including system administration, IT support 
and helpdesks. Jt can also be used to support the mobile user, both for hot desking 
within the enterprise and also to provide remote access at home, or on the road. 
- 14 -
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CHAPTER 2 f,!TERATURE REVIEW 
The system allows several connections to the same desktop, providing an invaluable 
tool for collaborative or shared working in the workplace or classroom. Computer 
support within the geographically spread family is an ever popular use. 
2.1 .1 Agent 
Agent so fl ware is a topic of growing interest to users and developers in the computer 
industry. Already, agents and wizards help users automate tasks such as editing and 
searching for information. A software agent is a program that performs tasks for its 
user While this may sound just like any program, agents have somewhat special 
properties, which the enormous amount of media hype (and subsequent misuse of the 
term) has clouded in recent years. A good agent must have the characteristic as 
below: 
Trust : the agent wi ll do what you think it wi ll do, 
Personali1.nbility : the agent can be ei ther learn or be explicitly taught what to do for 
cnch individunl user, und 
Autonomy : the agent is allowed to take at least some actions on the user's 
behalf, without permission or perhaps even notification. 
- I '5 -
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Property Other Names Meaning 
Reactive Sensing and acting responds in a timely 
fashion to changes in the 
environment 
autonomous exercises control over its 
own actions 
goa 1-oriented pro-active purposeful does not simply act in 
response to the 
environment 
temporally continuous is a continuously running 
process 
communicative socially able communicates with other 
agents, perhaps including 
people 
learning adaptive changes its 
behavior based on its 
previous experience 
mobile able to transport itself 
from one machine to 
another 
nexible actions arc not scripted 
-
-- -
character believable "personality" 
and emotional state. 
~ 
-Table 2.1: Agent Classi fications 
There arc. of course. other possible clnssifying schemes. For example, we might 
classify software agents according to the tast..s they perform, for example, 
information gathering agents or c.!mail tillering agents. Or, we might classify them 
according to their control architecture.!. Agents may also be classi fied by the range 
and sensitivity of their sen cs, or by the range and effectiveness of their actions, or 
by how much internal state they possess. 
Brustoloni's taxonomy of software agents [ 1991] begins with a three-way 
classification into regulation agents, planning agents, or adaptive agents. A 
regulation agent, probably named with regulation of temperature by a thermostat or 
similar regulation of bodily homeostasis, reacts to each sensory input as it comes in, 
and always knows what to do. It neither plans nor learns. Planning agents plan. either 
- 16 -
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CHAPTER 2 UTERA TURE REVIEW 
in the usual AI sense (problem solving agent), or using the case-based paradigm 
(case-based agents), or using operations research based methods (OR agents), or 
using various randomizing algorithms (randomizing agent). Brustoloni's adaptive 
agents not only plan, but learn. Thus there are adaptive problem solving agents, and 
so on, yielding a two layer taxonomy. Yet another possible classification scheme 
might involve the environment in which the agent finds itself, for example software 
agents as opposed to artificial li fe agents. And, there must be many, many more such 
possibilities 
Typical applications of agents include infonnation filtering and infonnation 
discovery, although some are also used for entertainment. The Agents Group of the 
MIT Media Laboratory has bui lt agents that do collaborative filtering of email or 
news filtering. 
- 17 -
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2.2· TCPIP, Socket, Port, Microsoft Windows Services 
2.2.1 TCP/IP 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP) were developed by a 
Department of Defense (DOD) research Project to connect a number of different 
networks desibrned by different vendor into a network of networks (the internet). The 
name "TCP/lP" refers to an entire suite of data communications protocols. The suite 
gets its name from two of the protocols that belong to it: the Transmission Control 
Protocol and the Internet Protocol. Although there arc many other protocols in the 
suite, TCP and IP are certainly two of the most important. TCP/IP Features 
Open protocol standards, freely available and developed independently from 
any specific computer hardware or operating system. I3ecause it is so widely 
supported, TCP/IP is ideal for uniting difTerent hardware and software, even 
if you don't communicate over the Internet. 
lndl.!pcndcncc from specific physical network hardware. This allows TCP/IP 
to intcgrntl.! mnny dilforent kinds of networks. TCP/IP can be run over an 
Ethl.!mct, a tok.cn ring, n dial-up line, an FOOi net, and virtually any other 
kind of physical transmission medium. 
A common addressing scheme that allows any TCP/IP device to uniquely 
address any other device in the entire network, even if the network is as large 
as the worldwide Internet 
Standardized high-level protocols for consistent, widely available user 
services. 
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0 Appllutlon Layer 
conSJSts of applatlOllS lnd 
PfOt:eSSeS true use the nerwotk 
E) HOll·IO·HOll T>lnsport L1y1r 
proVlctes tncl-to-end rut.a 
cP.IWry stf\i~ 
f} l1t1m1t Lry11 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
d9tines tl>e d.J/Joratn ana llJndles 
the fOUIUIQ Of datJ 
0 N1twort Atctu L1yer 
ca/lSJsts of 1our111es 101 JCCtSSing 
physlcJI ne l'MH u 
Figure 2.2: Layers in the TCP/JP protocol architecture 
While there is no universal agreement about how to describe TCP/ IP with a layered 
model, it is generally viewed as being composed of fower layers than the seven used 
in the OSI model. Most descriptions of TCP/IP define three to five functional levels 
in the protocol architecture. The four-level model illustrated in Figure 2.2 . 
Appl/cit/on L111r 
1n1en1et Llytr 
...•.•. .... ...•...... ····• ·•• ·•······· ·· ········· ····· ··•· 
D111 _J 
..... ····· ····· •...... ...•• .. .. ..•..•• •• . .... 
"'"'' 
0111 _____ _, ---, 
I • 
······-······-······-······· ···············I!··· 
HtMtr Header Data 
- ------- ------
• •• • . • ••••• •• •••....•..•.•. • •. · I I ••• • - ••• 
#etwOft Atcm L1yer ... ..~ 
Huller Header He.1der Data 
J 
Figure 2.3: Data encapsulation 
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As in the OSI model, data is passed down the stack when it is being sent to the 
network, and up the stack when it is being received from the network. The four-
layered structure of TCPIIP is seen in the way data is handled as it passes down the 
protocol stack from the Application Layer to the underlying physical network. Each 
layer in the stack adds control information to ensure proper delivery. This control 
information is called a header because it is placed in rront of the data to be 
transmitted. Each layer treats all of the information it receives from the layer above 
as data and places its own header in front of that information. The addition of 
delivery information at every layer is called encapsulation. When data is received, 
the opposite happens. Each layer strips off its header before passing the data on to 
the layer above. As information flows back up the stack, information received from a 
lower layer is interpreted as both a header and data. 
Each layer hus its own independent datu structures. Conceptually, u layer is una vare 
of the data structures used b the laya s above and below it. In rcn lity, the data 
structures of a layer nre designed to be compatible with the structures used by the 
surrounding layers for the sake of more etlicient data trnnsmission. Still , each layer 
has its own data scructure nn<l its own terminology to describe that structure. 
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App/lt1tloa Llftr TCP 
stream UDP message 
T1insporl Layer 
seoment packet 
lnltmt l L11tr 
Nt twort Atctu LJJytr 
frame lrame 
Figure 2.4: Data structures 
Figure 2.4 shows the terms used by different layers of TCP/IP to refer to the data 
being transmitted. Applications using TCP refer to data as a stream, while 
applications using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) refer to data as a message. 
TCP calls data a segment, and UDP calls its data structure a packet. The Internet 
layer views all data as blocks called datagrams. TCP/I P uses many diflcrcnt types of 
underlying networks, each of which may have n different tcnninology for the data it 
transmits. Most networks rcfor to transmitted data us packets or.frtmu•s. In Figure 2.4 
we show a network that transmits pieces of data it calls frames. 
2.2.2 Socket 
Definition: A socket is one endpoint of n two-way communication link between two 
programs running on the network. A socket is bound lo a port number so 
that the TCP layer can identify the application that data is destined to be 
sent. 
Normally, a server runs on a specific computer and has a socket that is bound to a 
specific port number. The server just waits, listening to the socket for a client to 
make a connection request. 
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On the client-side: The client knows the hostname of the machine on which the 
server is running and the port number to which the server is connected. To make a 
connection request, the client tries to rendezvous with the server on the server's 
machine and port. 
server r--.--....._ connection 
request 
client 
Figure 2.5: Connection Request 
If everything goes well , the server accepts the connection. Upon acceptance, the 
server gets a new socket bound to a different port. It needs a new socket (and 
consequently a different port number) so that it can continue to listen to the original 
socket for connection requests whi le tending to the needs of the connected client . 
client 
Fic.urc 2.6: Connection Establish 
On the client side. if the connection is accepted, n socket is successfully created and 
the client cnn use the socket to communicate with the server. Note that the socket on 
the client side is not bound to the port number used to rendezvous with the server. 
Rather, the client is assigned a port number local to the machine on which the client 
is running. 
The client and server can now communicate by writing to or reading from their 
sockets. 
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Host 1 
Figure 2.7: The socket interface 
2.2.3 Port 
Definition: A port number represents an endpoint or "channel" for network 
communications. Port numbers allow different applications on the same 
computer to utilize network resources without interfering with each 
other. 
Port numbers most commonly appear in network. programming, particularly socket 
programming. Sometimes, though, port numbers arc made visible to the casual user. 
For example, some Web sites a person visits on the Internet use a URL like the 
following: 
http://www.mairic-mct1 fr .8080/ 
In this example, the number 8080 refers to the port number used by the Web browser 
to connect to the Web server. Normally, a Web site uses port number 80 and this 
number need not be included with the URL (although it can be). 
ln IP networking, port numbers can theoretically range from 0 to 65535. Most 
popular network applications, though, use port numbers at the low end of the range 
(such as 80 for HTTP). The port number is included as a field within the header of 
each IP packet. 
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Note: The term port also refers to several other aspects of network technology. A 
port can refer to a physical connection point for peripheral devices such as serial, 
parallel, and USS ports. The term port also refers to certain Ethernet connection 
points, such as those on a hub, switch, or router. Also Known As: port number, 
protocol number 
2.2.4 Microsoft Windows Services 
Microsoft Windows services, formerly known as NT services, enable developer to 
create long-running executable applications that run in their own Windows sessions. 
These services can be automatically started when the computer boots, can be paused 
and restarted, and do not show any user interface. 
This makes services ideal for use on a server or whenever you need long-running 
functionality that docs not interfere with other users who arc working on the same 
computer. You can also run services in the security context of a specific user nccr>unt 
thut is difTcrent from the logged-on user or the default computer account. 
You can easily create services by crcllting nn upplicution thnt is installed as a service. 
For example, suppose you " nnt to monitor performance counter data and react to 
threshold values. You could write a Windows Service application that listens to the 
performance counter data, deploy the application, and begin collecting and analyzing 
data. 
You create your service as a Microsoft Visual Studio .NET project, defining code 
within 1t that controls what commands can be sent to the service and what actions 
should be taken when those commands arc received. Commands that can be sent to a 
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service include starting, pausing, resuming, and stopping the service, and executing 
custom commands. 
After you create and build the application, you can install it by running the command 
line utility InstallUtil.exe and passing the path to the service's executable file, or by 
using Visual Studio's deployment features. You can then use the Services Control 
Manager to start, stop, pause, resume, and configure your service. You can also 
accomplish many of these same tasks in the Services node in Server E>.'])lorer or by 
using the ServiceController class. 
Service applications function differently from many other project types in several 
ways. The compiled executable file that a service application project creates must be 
installed on the server before the project can function in a meaningful way. You 
cannot debug or run o service application by pressing rs or r 11 ; you cannot 
immediately run n service or step into its code. Instead, you must install and start 
your service, and then attach u debugger to the service's process. 
Unlike some types of projects, 1ou must create installation components for service 
applications. The installation components install and register the service on the 
server and create an entry for your service with the Windows Services Control 
Manager. 
The Main method for your service application must issue the Run command for the 
services your project contains. The Run method loads the services into the Services 
Control Manager on the appropriate server. If you use the Windows Services project 
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template, this method is written for you automatically. Note that loading a service is 
not the same thing as starting the service. 
Windows Service applications run in a different window station than the interactive 
station of the logged-on user. A window station is a secure object that contains a 
clipboard, a set of global atoms, and a group of desktop objects. Because the station 
of the Windows Service is not an interactive station, dialog boxes raised from within 
a Windows Service application will not be seen and may cause your program to stop 
responding. Similarly, error messages should be logged in the Windows event log 
rather than raised in the user interface. 
The Windows Service classes supported by the .NET Framework do not support 
interaction with interactive stations, that is, the logged-on user. The .NET 
Framework also does not include classes that represent stations and desktops. 1 f your 
Windows Service must internet with other stations, you wi ll need to access thl! 
unmanaged Windows API. 
The interaction of the Windows St.!rvice with the usl!r or other stations must be 
carefully designed to include scenarios such as there being no logged on user, or the 
user having an unexpected set of desktop objects. In some cases, it may be more 
appropriate to write a Windows application that runs under the control of the user. 
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Windows Service applications run in their own security context and arc started 
before the user logs into the Windows computer on "hich they are installed. You 
should plan carefully what user account to run the service within; a service running 
under the system account has more pennissions and privileges than a user account. 
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2.3 Case Study 
2.3.1 Rea lVNC 
REAL 
n 
c 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
VNC Client running at 
another computer 
Figure 2.8: RcalVNC ScrccnShot 
RcalVNC is a UK company founded in 2002 by a team 
from the world-leading AT&T Laboratories in 
Cambridge. The company was established to 
commcrcinlly develop, enhance and promote VNC, the 
innovative remote access software with a widespread 
international user base. 
The official Web site for RealVNC is 
http://www.realvnc.com/ 
Fieure 2.9: Logo of RealVNC 
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2.3.2 Access Remote PC 
Access Remote PC is a computer program that lets you access your PC from another 
PC via Internet, LAN, or phone connection and work on your computer remotely as 
if you were sitting in front of it. 
For Individuals 
Control computers in your home network, access your home computer from office or 
work on your office computer from home, access your office or home computer 
while traveling. Invite someone to your PC to fix it remotely. 
And Businesses 
Your main office can access branch office desktops, or your branch office can access 
main office server. Your employees can access email, files, programs and network 
resources from home or the road. System administrators can remotely access and 
manage multiple PCs from unywhcrc. Your sales force can access applications nnd 
documents nnd continue to work while on th!.! roud. 
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Figure 2. t 0: Access Remote PC ScrcenShot 
Some of the features I functionality:: 
Lightweight Uust I Ml3 in size) 
Full screen option 
NT service mode 
Command-line interface 
Password protection 
Server icon in the system's trny 
llide icon option 
List of connected users 
Access control 
Supports background operation 
Cost $39.95 (life time fee) 
Buy licenses to use Access Remote PC on your home or company network or over 
the Internet via IP address. These licenses also cover Helpdesk peer-to-peer usage 
over IP (not fi rewall friendly). 
The official Web site for Access Remote PC is http://www.acccss-rcmote-pc ... com/ 
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2.3.3 Remote Administrator 2.2 
Radmin is an award-winning multifunction remote control program. Radmin enables 
you to remotely monitor or work on one or more network computers right from your 
own workstation. It is a complete remote control solution with such features as File 
Transfer, NT security, Telnet and Multilanguage Support built-in. 
Remote Administrator (Rad.min) gives you instant access to various remote resources 
through an Internet connection, over direct telephone lines and across multiple 
Windows platforms. Now you can monitor and manage PCs and servers in different 
locations anywhere in the world without leaving your desk. 
Sear~ 
Help 
fiun ... 
.Log Off Guest... 
Sh,yt Down ... 
Control PMel 
D~l·Up lietWOfking 
f rinters 
Iaskbar and Stait Meru 
Figure 2.11: Remote Administrator 2.2 ScreenShot 
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Functionality of Remote Administrator 2.2 
Operating systems support: Windows 9x/MEJNT4.0/2000/XP/2003* 
Radmin Server can work as a service under all supported operating systems, 
which allows you to logon and logoff a user remotely. 
Radmin supports Windows NT/2000/XP/2003* user level security. You can 
give the right of remote control to a specific user or user group. 
If Windows NT security support is switched off, access to a remote computer 
is controlled by password. Remote Administrator uses a challenge-response 
password authentication method similar to that used in Windows NT, but 
with more powerful security keys. 
Supports multiple connections on both server and client sides. 
Supports the controlling of multiple remote computers and the viewing of 
multiple sessions on one screen. 
TronslCrs files to or from a remote computer. With Radmin you can easily 
drag and drop files vin Explorer-like interface. 
Lets you remotely shutdown a computer wi thout having to connect in remote 
screen mode. 
View 1nodes include Full-Screen, Scaled and Windowed. Full-Screen mode 
lets you see the remote screen on the entire screen of your display. 
Scaled mode lets you see the scaled remote screen in a window with a user 
defined size. 
Radmin uses a video hook kernel mode driver under Windows NT 4.0 to 
improve performance. This lets you work on a remote computer with an 
incredible 'real-time' update speed (hundreds of screen updates per second). 
- 1? -
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The Win2000/XP/2003 compatible version of the driver will be included in 
the coming version of Radmin. 
Radrnin server provides Telnet access to remote computers when it's Server 
runs on Windows NT/2000/XP/2003. 
Has multilingual support using one file per language so it is not necessary to 
download and re-install Radrnin for each language. 
Radmin supports High Resolution modes of up to 2048 X 2048 X 32bit color. 
Cost $ 35.00 (Single License) 
The official Web site for Remote Administrator 2.2 is 
http://www.famatech.com/ 
- 11 -
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2.3.4 Windows XP Remote Desktop Connection software 
General Display Local Resources Programs Experience 
Logon settings 
li!i'A Type the name of the computer, or choose a computer from 
~ the drop·down list. 
Computer: g><3337 
User name: Admnistrator 
Password: J 
Domain: ----i 
0 Seve my password 
Connection settings LJ Save current settings. or open saved connection 
Save As... ] ( Open .. 
Connect ) [ Close } ( __ H_el_p _} ( 0 ptions « J 
Figure 2. t 2: \Vindows XP Remote Ocskto1• Connection software ScrccnShot 
Remote Desktop in Windows XP Professional provides remote access to the desktop 
of your computer running Windows XP Professional, from a computer at another 
location. Using Remote Desktop you can, for example, connect to your office 
computer from home and access all your applications, files, and network resources as 
though you were in front of your computer at the office. When run, this software 
allows older Windows platforms to remotely connect to a computer running 
Windows XP Professional wi th Remote Desktop enabled. 
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This package provides flexible deployment options of the full Terminal Services 
Client, including auto-repair through Windows Installer technology and application 
publishing via lntelliMirrorTM management technologies or Microsoft Systems 
Management Server (SMS). 
Note: The Remote Desktop Connection software is pre-installed with Windows XP. 
To run it, cl ick Start, click All Programs, click Accessories, click Communications, 
and then click Remote Desktop Connection. This software package can also be found 
on the Windows XP Professional and Windows XP Home Edition product CDs and 
can be installed on any supported Windows platform. To install from the CD, insert 
the disc into the target machine's CD-ROM drive, select Perform Additional Tasks, 
and then click Install Remote Desktop Connection 
System Requirements 
Supported Operating Systems: Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows ME, 
Windows NT, Wine.lows Server 2003, Windows X 
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2.4 Operating System 
An operating system is made up of software instructions that lie between the 
computer hardware (disks,mcmory, ports, and so on) and the application programs 
(word processors, Web browsers, spreadsheets, and so on). At the center is the 
kernel, which provides the most basic computing functions (managing system 
memory, sharing the processor, opening and closing devices, and so on). Besides the 
kernel , an operating system provides other basic services needed to operate the 
computer, including: 
File systems 
The file system provides the structure in which information is stored on the 
computer. Information is stored in files, primarily on hard disks inside the 
computer. Fi les are organized within a hierarchy of directories. 
Device drivers 
These pro ide the interfaces to each of the hnrdwarc devices connected to 
your computer. A device driver ennbles a progrnm to write to a device 
without needing to know details about how each piece of hardware is 
implcmentt!d. The prngram opens n device, sends and receives data, and 
closes a device. 
User interfaces 
An operating system needs to provide a way for users to run programs and 
access the fi le system. Linux has both graphical and text- based user 
interfaces. 
- 16 -
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System services 
An operating system provides system services, many of which can be started 
automatically when the computer boots. 
Without an operating system, an application program would have to know the details 
of each piece of hardware, instead of just being able to say, "open that device and 
write a file there." 
2.4. 1 Microsoft Windows 2000 
Windows 2000 is a commercial version of Microsoft 's evolving Windows operating 
system. Previously called Windows NT 5.0, Microsofi emphasizes that Windows 
2000 is evolutionary and "Built on NT Technology". Windows 200 designed to 
appeal to small business and professional users as well as to the more technical and 
larger business market for which the NT was designed. 
The windows 2000 product lim: consists of four products: 
Windows 200 Professional : aimed at individuals and businesses of all sizes. It 
includes security and mobile use enhnnccments. It is the most economical 
choice. 
Windows 2000 Server: aimed at small-to-medium size businesses. It can 
function as a Web server and /or workgroup (or branch office) server. It can 
be part of a two-way symmetric multiprocessing system. NT 4.0 servers can 
be upgraded to this server. 
Windows Advanced Server: aimed at being a network operating system 
server and I or an application server, including those involving large database. 
- 17 -
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This server facilitates clustering and load-balancing. NT 4.0 servers with up 
to eight-way SMP can upgrade to this product. 
Windows 2000 Datacenter Server: designed for large data warehouses, online 
transaction processing (OLTP), econometric analysis, and other appl ications 
requiring high-speed computation and large databases. The Datacenter Server 
supports up to 16-way SMP and up to 64 GB of physical memory. 
Windows 20000 is reported to be more stable (less apt to crash) than Windows 
98/NT systems. A significant new feature is Microsoft 's Active Directory, which , 
among other capabil ities, enables a company to set up vi rtual pri vate networks, to 
encrypt data locally or on the network, and to give users access to shared files in a 
consistent way from any network computer. 
Figure 2. J 3: Microsoft Windows 2000 Screen Shot 
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2.4.2 Microsoft Windows XP 
Windows XP is the latest version of Windows desktop operating system for PC. 
Microsoft and trade publication writers view Windows XP as the most important 
version of Windows since Windows 95. Windows XP is built on the desktop that will 
also make it easier for users to scan or import images and to acquire music files on 
the Web and transfer them to portable devices. 
The new Windows allows different family members to use their own desktop and 
personal sets of fi les. In addition to the "My Computer" and "My Documents" views 
provided in Windows 2000,l Windows XP users see "My Music'' and "My Pictures". 
The Start Menu has been redesigned to make the most-used programs easiest to find. 
Windows XP comes in a Professional version and a l lome Edition version. 
C!'!I h0'7-
L..9 OoalwtJ 
(} 5eCtrtO' 
;> '-Ch 
~ Holt> or-d s..c-t 
:::1 ~ .. 
Fi2u re 2. I 4: Microsoft Windows XP ScrecnShot 
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2.4.3 Linux 
Linux is a free operating system that was created by Linus Torvalds when he was a 
student at the University of Helsinki in l 99 1. Torvalds started Linux by writing a 
kernel - the heart of the operating system - partly from scratch and partly by using 
publicly available software. Torvalds then released the system to his friends and to a 
community of "hackers" on the Internet and asked them to work with it andenhance 
it. It took off. 
Today, there are hundreds of software developers around the world contributing 
software to the Linux effort. Because the source code for the software is freely 
avai lable, anyone can work on it . change it , or enhance it. On top of the Linux kernel 
effort, the creators of Linux also drew on a great deal of system software and 
applications thnt nrc now bundled with Linux from the GNU solhvarc effort (GNU 
stands for "GNU is Not UNIX"), which is din:cted by the Free Software Foundation 
(FSF). 
There is a vast amount of soft, nre that can be used with Linux, nil of which includes 
features that can compete ,,;th or surpass those or any other operating system in the 
world. 
Unl ike Windows and other proprietary systems, Linux is publicly open and 
extendible by contributors. Because it conforms to the Portable Operating System 
Interface standard user and programming interfaces, developers can write programs 
that can be ported to other operating systems . 
• 40 -
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Linux comes in versions for all the major microprocessor platfonns including the 
Intel, PowerPC, Spare, and Alpha platfonns. It 's also avai lable on IBM's S/390. 
Linux is sometimes suggested as a possible publicly developed alternative to desktop 
predominance of Microsoft Windows. Although Linux is popular among users 
already fami liar with UNlX, it remains far behind Windows in numbers of users. 
I 
Figure 2.15: Linux 
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2.4.4 Unix 
UNIX (often spelled "Unix" in news meclia) is an operating system that originated at 
Bell Labs in l 969 as an intractive time-sharing system. Ken Thompson and Dennis 
Ritchie are considered the inventors of UNIX. The name (pronounced YEW-ninks) 
was a pun based on earlier system, Multics. 
Unix is a layered operating system. The innermost layer is the hardware that provides 
the services for the OS. The operating system, referred to in Unix as the kernel, 
interacts directly wi th the hardware and provides the services to the user programs. 
These user programs don't need to k-now anything about the hardware. They just need 
to know how to interact with the kernel and it's up to the kernel to provide the desired 
service. One of the big appeals of Unix to progmmmt.:rs has been that most wel l 
written user progrnms nre independent of the U1Hkrly1ng hnrdwure, mnking them 
readily portable to new systems. User programs interact with the kernel through a set 
of standard system calls. These system calls request services to be provided by the 
kernel. Such services would include accessing n file: open close, read. wri te. link. or 
execute a file; starting or updating accounting records: changing owm:rship of n file 
or directory: changing to a new directory; creating, suspending, or killing a process; 
enabling access to hardware devices: and setting limits on system resources. 
Unix is a multi-user, multi-tasking operating system. You can have many users 
logged into a system simultaneously, each running many programs. It's the kernel's 
job to keep each process and user separate and to regulate access to system hardware, 
including cpu, memory, disk and other 1/0 devices. 
- 42 -
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2.5 Programming Language and Technologies 
2.5.1 Java 
u rmuTURE REVIEW 
In discussing Java, it is important to distinguish between the Java programming 
language, the Java Virtual Machine, and the Java platfonn. The Java programming 
language is the language in which Java applications (includjng applets, servlets, and 
JavaBeans components) are written. When a Java program is compiled, it is 
converted to byte codes that are the portable machine language of a CPU architecture 
known as the Java Virtual Machine (also called the Java VM or JVM). The JVM can 
be implemented directly in hardware, but it is usually implemented in the fonn of a 
software program that interprets and executes byte codes. 
The Java platfonn is distinct from both the Java language and Java VM. The Java 
platform is the predefined set of Ja n classes that exist on c cry Juva installation; 
these classes arc a nilnble for usc by nil Ja u programs. The Jnvu platform is also 
sometimes referred to us the Jn 11 runtime environment or the core Juvu Al'ls 
(application programming interfaces). The Java platform cnn be extended with 
optional standard extensions. These extension APls exist in some Jnvo installations, 
but an.: not guaranteed to exist in all installations. 
The Java programming language is a state-of-the-art, object-oriented language that 
has a syntax similar to that of C. The language designers strove to make the Java 
language powerful, but, at the same time, they tried to avoid the overly complex 
features that have bogged down other object-oriented languages, such as C++. By 
keeping the language simple, the designers also made it easier for programmers to 
wntc robu~t , bug-free code As a result of its elegant design und 11ext-ge11cmtiun 
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features, the Java language has proved wildly popular with programmers, who 
typically find it a pleasure to work with Java after struggling with more difficult, less 
powerful languages. 
The Java Virtual Machine, or Java interpreter, is the crucial piece of every Java 
installation. By design, Java programs are portable, but they are only portable to 
platforms to which a Java interpreter has been ported. Sun ships VM 
implementations for its own Solaris operating system and for Microsoft Windows 
(95/98/NT) platforms. Many other vendors, including Apple and various Unix 
vendors, provide Java interpreters for thei r platforms. There is a freely available port 
of Sun's VM for Linux platforms, and there are also other third-party VM 
implementations available. The Java VM is not only for desktop systems, however. It 
has been ported to set-top boxes, and crsions arc even available for hand-held 
devices that run WindO\ s CE and PalmOS. 
Although interpreters urc not typicall considered high-performance systems, Jnvn 
VM pcrforrnancc is remark.ably good nnd has been i1nproving steadily. Of particular 
note is n VM technology called just-in-time ( JIT) compilation, whereby Java byte 
codes arc con crted on-the-fly into nati e-platfonn machine language, boosting 
execution speed for code that is run repeatedly. Sun's new Hotspot technology is a 
particularly good implementation of JIT compilation. 
The Java platform 1s just as important as the Java programming language and the 
Java Virtual Machine. All programs written in the Java language rely on the set of 
prcddincd classc'> that comprise the Java platform. Java clusscs on; organi1cd into 
- 44 -
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related groups known as packages. The Java platform defines packages for 
functionality such as input/output, networking, graphics, user-interface creation, 
security, and much more. 
A class is a module of Java code that defines a data structure and a set of methods 
(also called procedures, functions, or subroutines) that operate on that data. 
It is important to understand what is meant by the term platform. To a computer 
programmer, a platform is defined by the APis he or she can rely on when writing 
programs. These A Pis arc usually defined by the operating system of the target 
computer. Thus, a programmer writing a program to run under Microsoft Windows 
must use a different set of APls than a programmer writing the same program for the 
Macintosh or for n Unix-bns1.:d syst1.:m. In this respect, Windows. Macintosh, and 
Unix arc three distinct platfonns. 
Javn is not nn OJ1t!mting system. Ne erthcless, thl! Jnvn plntform--particularly the 
Java 2 Platfonn--pro ides AP ls with u compamblc breadth und depth to those 
defined by an operating syst<!m. With the Javu 2 Platform, you can write applications 
in Ja a wi thout sacrificing the ad anced features available to programmers writing 
native applications targeted at a particular underlying operating system. An 
application written on the Java platfonn runs on any operating system that supports 
the Java platform This means you do not have to create distinct Windows, 
Macintosh, and Unix versions of your programs, for example. A single Java program 
runs on all these operating systems, which explains why "Write once, run anywhere" 
1s Sun\ motto for Java 
- 4 c; -
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There is a Java-based operating system, however; it is known as JavaOS. 
The Java platform is not an operating system, but for programmers, it is an 
alternative development target and a very popular one at that. The Java platform 
reduces programmers' reliance on the underlying operating system, and, by allowing 
programs to nm on top of any operating system, it increases end users' freedom to 
choose an operating system. 
In addition to evolving the Java platform over time, Sun is also trying to produce 
different versions of the platform for different uses. The Standard Edi tion is the only 
version currently avai lable, but Sun is also working on the Java 2 Platform, 
Enterprise Edition ( J2EE), for enterprise developers nnd the Java 2 Platfonn, Micro 
Edition, for consumer electronic systems. like hnndhcld PDAs and cellular 
telephones. 
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2.5.2 .NET Framework 
lkhllt! 
Common Languagl: Runt iml: 
Figure 2.16: .NET Framework 
2.5.3 Introduction of Microsoft .NET 
.NET is a whole new programming environment. designed for the internet, leverages 
existing ski ll sets, takes Internet programming to the next level 
.NET components 
. NET framework 
. NET servers 
. NET Architecture 
Common Language Runtime 
. NET System Class Library 
Web Forms and ASP+ 
Web Services 
Win Forms 
Deployment and Configuration 
AD0 1-
Languagcs 
- 47 -
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.NET Goals 
Consistent and simplified programming model 
Cross-platfonn interoperability 
Multi-language support 
Code reuse 
Automatic resource management 
Type safety 
Debugging 
Error handling 
Deployment (Elimination of DLL hell ) 
Security 
Common Language Runtime 
Consistent support for all languages 
o Intermediate Lnngunge (IL) 
o Interoperability between languages 
Just-Jn-Time (JIT) compilers 
Type Safety 
l!TERATURE IV~VIEW 
o Code thut can't iolate the memory constrarnts of the runtime (no 
pointers, etc.) 
Managed vs. Unmanngcd code 
Metadata 
As has been mentioned alread . the CLR is, like the Java virtual machine, a runtime 
environment that takes chnrge of resource management tasks (memory allocation and 
garbage collection) and ensures the necessary abstraction between the application 
and the underlying operating system. 
In order to provide a stable platfonn, with the aim of reaching the level of reliability 
required by the transactional applications of e-business, the CLR also fulfills related 
tasks such as monitoring of program execution. In DotNet-speak, this involves 
"managed" code for the programs running under CLR monitoring, and "unmanaged" 
code for appl1 cat1ons or components which run in nutivc mode, outside the Cl.R 
• 4X 
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The CLR watches for the traditional programming errors that for years have been at 
the root of the majority of software faults: access to elements of an array outside 
limits, access to non-allocated memory zones, memory overwritten due to exceeded 
sizes. 
Compilation 
Cod~ Compiler 
l 
IL Meta data 
l 
JIT Compiler 
l 
Execution 
Fi2ure 2.17: .NET Compilation 
- 49 -
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.NET System Class Library 
Code DOM 
Collections 
Components 
Configuration 
Core 
Data 
Diagnostics 
Directory services 
Drawing 
Globalization 
10 
Messaging 
Net 
~ 
.NET Programming Languages 
VB.NET 
C#.NET 
C++.NET 
J#.NET 
LITERA TURE REVIEW 
New XML 
Reflection 
Resources 
Runtime 
Security 
Service Process 
System 
Text 
Threading 
Timers 
Web 
Win Forms 
XML 
-~() -
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2.5.3.1 VB.NET 
-
Visual Basic® .NET 2003 lets you quickly write dependable, 
robust software. It delivers the tools you need to build applications 
that will power today's organizations and drive the next generation 
of Windows, Web, and mobile software. 
Figure 2.18: VB.NET 
Features 
Solve today's development problems more rapidly 
Quickly create powerful Windows and Web applications, easily deploy and 
maintain applications, and access data from a wider range of scenarios. 
Build powerful Windows applications in less time 
Build more responsi e, powerful, and easy-to-deploy apphcations with 
control anchoring, an in-place menu editor, and more. 
Rapid Application Development for the Web 
Use the Web Fonns designer to quickly build true than-cltent Web 
npplications thnt intelligently render on any browser and on any platform. 
Easily deploy and maintain applications 
Difficulties with DLLs arc a th ing of the past wi th side-by-side versioning, 
XCOPY deploymt!nt, and auto-download of Windows applications. 
Fast de elopment for mobi le Web devices 
Visual Basic .NET 2003 features support for more than 200 mobile Web 
devices including mobile phones, pagers, and personal digital assistants 
(PDAs). 
~I 
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2.5.3.2 C#.NET 
-
Visual C#® .NET is an innovative language for building .NET-
connected software for a variety of platforms and devices. With the 
language's fam il iar syntax and integrated environment, Visual C# 
.NET eases the development of .NET-connected software. 
Figure 2.19: C#.NET 
Features 
Join the forefront of sofiware design 
Cll includes a number of innovative component-oriented language features, 
letting you more readily create robust, durable sofiwarc. 
Increase your overall productivity 
lmpro ed lntelliSense® statement completion helps you wnte code more 
cflicicntly with on-the-fly ·yntax and error checking. 
Reduce the learning curve 
Lcvernge n strong C 1 1 hcritnge modeled on '1 1 synlnx. C'll code is 
immediately comfortnble to C 1 1 and Java programmers regardless of ski ll 
level. 
Take ad antage of a robust ddmggcr 
Debugger windows gi\'e you precise control over application testing, and 
immediate WindO\ IntelliSense makes your debugging more productive. 
Construct compelling .NET-connected solutions 
Build a ariety of applications, from device solutions to datacenter servers. 
Use code obfuscation technology to protect your intellectual property. 
-~' -
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2.5.3.3 C++.NET 
-
Visual C++® .NET is a powerful toolset for creating best-in-class 
Windows®-based and .NET-connected applications and 
components using the C++ development language. A robust 
environment, it enables efficient editing and debugging of source 
code. 
Figure 2.20: C++.NET 
Fcutures 
Create highly tuned .NET-connected applications 
Use Managed Extensions to C++ and compiler support for optimized 
Microsofl lntennediate Language (MSIL) code generation. 
Move existing code to .NET at a pace you define 
Existing C 1 1 code compiles for .NET without the need to rewrite it Visual 
C 1; supports intennixed managed and unmanaged code und data. 
Build modern C t t code and library sour<.:cs 
Compile modern C 1; code that uses ndvunced template fcut ures, including 
Partial Template Spccializntion and Partial Ordering of Function templates. 
Utilizc libmrics to incorporate ad :meed features 
Visual C++ .NET 2003 includes a variety of libraries encapsulating an 
abundance of dnta types and programming patterns. 
Join a mature, intelligent developer community 
Exchange code and knowledge with the vast population of hardcore C++ 
developers, and leverage your C++ skills across multiple computing 
environments. 
• 'i1 
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2.5.3.4 J#.NET 
-
Features 
L/Tl:'RATURI~· REVIEW 
Visual J#® .NET is a tool for Java developers who want to build 
applications and services on the .NET Framework, joining more 
than 20 previously announced languages with its ability to target 
the .NET Framework and first-class XML Web services. 
Figure 2.21: J#.NET 
Easily build .NET-connected software 
Visual J# .NET provides the familiarity of the Java-language syntax, so you 
can reuse your existing skills to build .NET-connected appl ications. 
Ouild a broad range of compelling solut ions 
Create rich Windows, Web, and e en mobile Web applications that 
dynnm1cnlly render on rnorc than 200 t pcs or mobile device browsers. 
Take advantage of a first-class code editor 
Eflicicntly orgnni1.c your code ' ith ndvnnecd edi ting cnpnbilit1cs such ns 
lntelliSt!nsc®, code outlining, color syntax highlighting, und more. 
Recei e the help you need ' ith Dynamic 1 lclp 
Dynamic 1 kip gi es ou context-sensitive help with samples and 
documentation based on the task at hand. 
Get on the fast track to .NET development 
Gain access to settings, updates. and the MSDN Online Community from the 
Start Page. 
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2.6 Tools Development 
2.6.l Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003 Professional Edition 
Visual Studio® .NET 2003 Professional lets you rapidly build a 
broad range of applications for Windows, the Web, and mobile 
devices, addressing today's most challenging development needs. 
Figure 2.22: Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Professional Edition 
Features 
Quickly build software for Windows and the Web 
Intuitive visual designers for building professional software let you reuse 
your existing skills across multiple application types. 
Build high-pcrfom1ancc database applications 
ADO.NET class lihrnries pro ide the infrastructure for high-performance data 
access to SQL Server, Omcle, and other duta sources. 
Simplify application dcplo ment and 11111int1.:nnnce 
No Touch Deployment cnnblcs npplicntions to he deployed as easily as Wch 
pages, and side-by-side component crsioning eliminates DLL overwrites. 
Connect ton uriet •of S) stems und applications 
Industry-leading support for Web service creation and consumption enables 
you to quick.ly build and employ standards-based business-logic components. 
Leverage existing investments in code and skills 
Get multiple options for reusing existing code, including the Visual Basic® 
Upgrade Wizard, COM Interoperability, and more. 
Build device-based applications in record time 
Support for smart devices enables design, development. debugging, and 
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automatic deployment of applications to more than 200 wireless mobile 
devices. 
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Fil!ure 2.23: MS Visunl Studio.NET Workinl! Environment 
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2. 7 Database 
2.7.1 Xl\fL 
What is XML? 
XML stands for EXtensible Markup Language 
XML is a markup language much like HTML. 
XML was designed to describe data. 
UTl:'RATURE REVIEW 
XML tags are not predefined in XML. You must define your own tags. 
XML is self describing. 
XML uses a OTO (Document Type Definit ion) to fonnally describe the data. 
XML. or Extensible Markup Language. is a markup language that you can use to 
create your own tags. It was created by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to 
overcome the limitations of I ITML. the I lypertcxt Muri.. up Language that is the basis 
for all Wt:b pages. Like 1 ITML, XML is based on SGML -- Standard Generalized 
Markup Language. Although SG ML has been us1.:d in the publishing industry for 
decades, its perceived complexity intimidated mnny people thnt otherwise might 
have used it (SGML also stands for "Sounds gr1.:nt, mnybc Inter"). XML was 
designed with the Web in mind. 
Now let's loo!.. at a sample XML document. With XML, you can assign some 
meaning to the tags in the document. More importantly, it's easy for a machine to 
process the information as well. You can extract the postal code from this document 
by simply locating the content surrounded by the <postal-code> and </postal-code> 
tugs, technically known as the <postal-code> element. 
- 'i7 -
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<address> 
<name> 
<title> Mrs. </title> 
<first-name> 
Mary 
</first-name> 
<last-name> 
McGoon 
</last-name> 
</name> 
<street> 
1401 Main Street 
</street> 
<city state "NC">Anytown</city> 
<postal-code 
34829 
<../postal-code " 
.;,,/address ..... 
J,JTHRATURH Rflll/~W 
There are three common terms used to ckscribc purls of an XML document: tags, 
clements, and attributes. Herc is a ample document thnt illustmtes the terms: 
A tng is the text between the lctl unglc bracket ( · ) and the right onglc bracket 
(>). There ure starting tags (such as nnme ) und ending tags (such as 
.;,,/name'>) 
An clement is the starting tag, the ending tag, and everything in between. In 
the sample above, the <name> element contains three child elements: <title>, 
<first-name>, and <last-name>. 
An attribute is a name-value pair inside the starting tag of an element. ln this 
example, state is an attribute of the <city> element~ in earlier examples, 
r statc> was an element 
XML can be used to exchange data. In the real world, computer systems and 
databac;l:s contain data in incompatible formats. One of the most time consuming 
challenge\ for developer'> has been to exchange dutu between such systems ove1 the 
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Internet. Converting the data to XML can greatly reduce this complexity and create 
data that can be read by different types of appl ications. 
XML can be used to store data. XML can also be used to store data in fi les or in 
databases. Applications can be written to store and retrieve infonnation from the 
store, and generic applications can be used to display the data. 
2. 7.2 MySQL (Database Management System) 
MyS 
Figure 2.24: Logo of MySQL 
MySQL is a mult i-user SQL rclntionnl dntubusc server. It can run on most unix 
plat fom1s, windows nnd 0 /2. Rclntionul databases store infom1ntion in tables with 
rows and columns. SQL (Structured Query Language) is high-level, declarative 
database language used for defining and querying rclutionul dutabnses. MySQL, the 
most popular open source QL dntabasc. is de eloped und provided by MySQL AB. 
MySQL AB is a commercial company the builds its business providing services 
around the MySQL database. The MySQL software delivers a very fast, multi-
threaded, multi-user, and robust SQL database server. It is intended for mission-
critical, heavy-load production systems as well as for embedding into mass-deployed 
sofiware. MySQL is a trademark of MySQL AB For more infonnation about 
MySQL v1s1t the MySQL website. http://www.mysq l.org. 
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2.7.3 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a full-featured relational database management system 
(RDBMS) that offers a variety of administrative tools to ease the burdens of database 
development, maintenance and administration. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 consist 
of the six of the more frequently used tools: Enterprise Manager, Query Analyzer, 
SQL Profiler, Service Manager, Data Transformation Services and Books Online. 
Enterprise Manager is the main administrative console for SQL Server installations. 
It provides you with a graphical "birds-eye" view of all of the SQL Server 
installations on your network. You can perform high-level administrative funct ions 
that affect one or more servers, schedule common maintenance tasks or create and 
modify the structure of individual databases. 
Query AnalyLer offers o quick and dirty method for pcrformmg queries agamst any 
of your SQL Server databases. It's a great way to quickly pull information out of a 
database in response to a user request, test queries before implementing them in other 
applications, create/modi fy stored procedures and execute administrative tasks. 
SQL Profiler pro ides a \\rindow into the inner workings of your database. You can 
monitor many different event types and observe database performance in real time. 
SQL Profiler allows you to capture and replay system "traces" that log various 
activities. It's a great tool for optimizing databases with performance issues or 
troubleshooting particular problems. 
Service Manager is used to control the MSSQLServer (the mam SQL Server 
process), MSDTC (Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator) and 
SQLScrvcrJ\gcnt processes. An icon for this service normally 1csidcs in the :\ ~tcm 
-(\() -
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tray of machines running SQL Server. You can use Service Manager to start, stop or 
pause any one of these services. 
Data Transformation Services (DTS) provide an extremely flexible method for 
importing and exporting data between a Microsoft SQL Server installation and a 
large variety of other fonnats. The most commonly used DTS application is the 
"Import and Export Data" wizard found in the SQL Server program group. 
2.7.4 Oracle 
Oracle9i Database Server describes the most recent major version of the Oracle 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) family of products that share 
common source code. Levemging pn.:deccssors including the Oracle8 release that 
surfaced in 1997, the family includes: 
Personal Oracle, n dntabnsc for single users that's ol1en used to develop code 
for implementation on other Omcle multiuser dntnbuses 
Oracle Standard Edit ion. ' hich wus nnmcd Workgroup Server in its first 
iteration as part of the Oracle? family and is of\en simply referred to as 
Oracle erver 
Oracle Enterprise Edition, which includes additional functionality 
In 1998, Oracle announced Oracle8i, which is sometimes referred to as Version 8.1 
of the Oracle8 database. The "i " was added to denote added functionality supporting 
Internet deployment in the new vers ion. Oracle9i fo llowed, with Application Server 
avuilublc 1t1 2000 and Databa"ie Server in 200 I. Oroclc hus focused development 
6 1 
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around a single source code model since 1983. While each database implementation 
includes some operating system-specific source code, most of the code is common 
across the various implementations. The interfaces that users, developers, and 
administrators deal with for each version are consistent Features are consistent 
across platforms for implementations of Oracle Standard Edition and Oracle 
Enterprise Edition. As a result, companies have been able to migrate Oracle 
applications easily to various hardware vendors and operating systems while 
leveraging their investments in Oracle technology. From the company's perspective, 
Oracle has been able to focus on implementing new features only once in its product 
set, instead of having to add functionality at different times to different 
implementations. 
- fl? -
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2.8 Summary 
ln this chapter, many information and resource has to be gathered and reviewed. 
Internet is a good medium to get all those information. Anyway, it can be 
summarized that any type of information that is related or linked to this project has 
been reviewed in order to understand to system that going to be develop. Moreover, 
review has been done on current exiting system and system that has close similarity 
to this project in order to adopt some beneficiaJ features. To ease the system 
development, review on tools of various kinds to identi fy which of these tools is 
sujtablc. 
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CHAPTER3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Numerous standards and process models apply to the software development industry. 
Developing computer systems (software) is a complex task. It requires a disciplined 
approach to the methods used. A process is a series of steps involving activities, 
constraints and resources that produce an intended output of some kind. Usually, a 
process involves a set of tools and techniques. Software development normally 
involves the following stages: 
- Requirements analysis and definition 
- System design 
- Writing the progrnrns (program implementation) 
- Unit testing 
- Integration testing 
- System testing 
- System delivery 
- Maintenance 
Each stage itself is a process (or collection of processes) that can be described as a 
set of activities. Each system development process begins with system requirement 
(input) and process fl ow until finish as a product (output) (see Figure 3.1 ). 
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Continuous 
~ Maintenance 
~ 
~ 
System System Product User 
Requirement •Ir - Development - (Output) . · ~ . . (input) 
Evolution ~ -
Ficure 3.1: System Oevelopm<-n t P roces!I Model 
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3.2 System Development Methodology 
Several methodologies are avai lable. Each model has advantages and disadvantages 
depend on scale, complexity, budged. time constrains and stuff. Some of the 
Methodology are available as: 
- Waterfa ll Model 
- Waterfa ll Model with Prototype 
- Y Model 
- Operational Specification Model 
- Transformation Model 
- Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) 
- Context Driven Testing 
- Spiral Model 
- Rapid De clopmcnt 
- Extreme Progmmming (XP) 
- Iteration-and-Increment Lite Cycle Model 
There arc so many methodology n uilnblc. Tiu.: System Development Methodology 
that I choose in my software development system is Spiral Model. Un
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3.2.1 Spiral Model 
The spiral model, illustrated in Figure 3.2, combines the iterative nature of 
prototyping with the controlled and systematic aspects of the waterfall model, therein 
providing the potential for rapid development of incremental versions of the 
software. ln this model the software is developed in a series of releases with the 
early stages being either paper models or prototypes. Later iterations become 
increasingly more complete versions of the product. 
pnrtltlon 
Pinn next phnu 
f ~~-mulatlve 
~I 
' Progress 
I through stops 
I 
lmplementntlon: 
Figure 3.2: Spiral Model 
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As illustrate in Figure 3.2, the model is divided into a number of task regions. 
The evolutionary process begins at the centre position and moves in a clockwise 
direction. Each traversal of the spiral typically results in a deliverable. For example, 
the first and second spiral traversals may result in the production of a product 
specification and a prototype, respectively. Subsequent traversals may then produce 
more sophisticated versions of the software. 
An important distinction between the spiral model and other software models is the 
explicit consideration of risk. There are no fi xed phases such as specification or 
design phases in the model and it encompasses other process models. for example, 
prototyping may be used in one spiral to resolve requirement uncertainties and hence 
reduce risks. This may then be followed by a conventional waterfall development. 
Advantages of the Spiral Model 
The spiral model is n rcu listic approach to the development of large-scale 
software products bccuusc the solh nrc evolves us the process progresses. In 
addition, the de' eloper and the client better understand and react to risks at 
each e olutionary le.! el. 
The model uses prototyping as a risk reduction mechanism and allows for the 
development of prototypes at any stage of the evolutionary development. 
It maintains a systematic stepwise approach, like the classic life cycle model, 
but incorporates it into an iterative framework that more reflect the real 
world 
If employed correctl y, this model should reduce risks before they become 
problcmat1c, as cons1derat1on of tcchrncal risks 111 e cons1cle1 ed nt 11 II stngl"~ 
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Disadvantages of the Spiral Model 
Demands considerable risk-assessment expertise 
lt has not been employed as much proven models (e.g. the WF model) and 
hence may prove difficult to ' sell' to the client (esp. where a contract is 
involved) that this model is controllable and efficient. [More study needs to 
be done in this regard] 
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3.3 Fact Finding Techniques 
Through the methodology phase, infonnation is obtained by a process called 
requirement detennination which is also known as fact-fincting. Fact-findings are 
essential in order to have a thorough understanding of the system to be developed. 
The fact-finding techniques used include library research, interview, Internet surfing, 
observation and using a questionnaire. 
3.3.1 Library Research 
Library is a good place to find the resources. Related books were borrowed from 
library to have a deeper understanding on system design and implementation of the 
VNC application 
3.3.2 Internet urfin~ 
The internet is a infonnntivc place when: student cnn find n lot of infonnation onlinc. 
With search engines such as Google, Excite, Yahoo and Search, relevant infonnation 
sites can be vic\\ cd \\.ith only a click away, provided users key in the related 
keywords in the search box provided. There are many sites avai lable that provide 
infonnation as guidelines in detennining the system requirements. 
70 
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3.3.3 Brainstorm 
During the requirements elicitation, discussions with the supervisor have been 
carried out in order to discuss about the requirements of the system. Abundance of 
ideas about the design and requirements of the system have been figured out. 
3.3.4 Other References 
Besides that, a lot of studies also have been done through the reading material such 
as books, magazines and journal. Furthermore, some researches also have been 
carried out in the document room by reading the senior's thesis. t'rom there, quite a 
lot of ideas about the system requirements and its design have been arisen. 
- 7 1 
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3.4 Summary 
The methodology used to guide the development of the system is the Spiral Model. 
Requirement analysis is also being defined. There are two types of the requirements 
defined, the functional requirements and the non- functional requirements. Analyzing 
the type of the system will help in developing the system. 
- 7? -
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CHAPTER4 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
System analysis is an explicit fonnal inquiry carried out to help someone (referred to 
as the decision maker) identi fy a better course of action and make a better decision 
than he might otherwise have made. The characteristic attributes of a problem 
situation where systems analysis is called upon arc complexity of the issue and 
uncertainty of the outcome of any course of action that might reasonably be taken. 
Systems anaJysis usually has some combinat ion of the fo llowing: identification and 
re-identification) of objectives, constraints, and alternative courses of action~ 
examination of the probable consequences of the alternatives in terms of costs, 
bt.:ncfits, and risks; presentation of the results in u comparative framework so that the 
decision maker can mnkc nn infonned choice from among the altemntivt.:s. 
After doing research nnd stud on current solhvnn; development tools that have been 
carrit.:d out and discussed in Chnptcr 2, n most suitable tool for the system 
development ha e been decided ntkr considering their henefi ts nnd advantages. 
The c tools include application platfomt and operating system, programming 
languages, and technologies. 
System analysis plays an important role in order to meet the requirements of the 
system. The system definitely cannot be accomplished without the existence of these 
needed requirements. These requirements are further divided into two categories~ 
func tional and non-functional requirements. Besides that, software and hardware 
requirements have been identified to case the development process. 
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4.2 Functional Requirements of the System 
Functional Requirements is a services provided to the user and to other systems. 
Functional Requirements describes an interaction between the system and its 
environment. Further, the functional requirements, the system can be partitioned into 
a set of logical minimally related pieces, each of which describes some way in which 
the system will function. This technique is known as use case. The main modules of 
UMVNC applications arc illustrated in figure below: 
Remote Remote 
Controlling Shutdown 
or Restart 
System System 
Logging Tray 
UMVNC 
Remote Network 
Warning Monitoring 
System Tool 
Figure 4.1: Scope of the Project 
- 7~ 
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4.2.1 Remote Controlling 
The network administrator or network technician can remotely control the target 
machine (computer), spy the student's activity at computer lab. He also can change 
the sett ing of the remote host by using UMVNC application. This application help 
them to manage the network computer easily. The mechanism is as below 
The target host must running the agent at the background without the 
notification of the student or with the notification also can. 
The network administrator or network technician use his computer with 
UMVNC application running to connect to the target host. 
If the connection is established, network administmtor or network technician 
can view the computer screen or the student, monitoring, controll ing even he 
can change the computer sett ing remotely. 
4.2.2 Remote Shutdown or Restart 
Remote Restart nnd Shutdown is one of the great fea tu re integrated into UMVNC. It 
allow the network administmtor or nctwor!.. tcchnicinn to rcslnrt or shutdown nll the 
computer remotely. With this feature the network administrator or network 
technician no need to shutdown computers manually. At the result, it save time to 
manage the net\\ork computer. The mechanism is as below 
The target host must running the agent at the background without the 
notification of the student or with the notification also can. 
The network administrator or network technician just send a signal to the 
target network (IP multicast), then all the computer in the network w111 
shutdown or restart. A confirmed message will be sent back . 
• 76 • 
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4.2.3 Remote Warning System 
The network administrator or network technician can send a warning message to all 
the computer at local area network. At the client side, a warning message box will 
appear to let them know that the warning message has been sent by the network 
administrator or network technician. The mechanism is as below 
The target host must running the agent at the background without the 
notification of the student or with the notification also can. 
The network administrator or network technician just send a wammg 
message to the target host. The agent of the target host will accept the 
message then a warning message box wi ll be prompted. So that the student 
will sec the warning message send by network administrator or network 
technician . 
.t.2.4 Network Monitoring Tool 
The network administrator or network technician nrc copnble of monitoring the 
download and the upload speed, such as the tmnsfor rntc of the current network 
activity. Besides that, they network monitoring wi ll calculate nil the download and 
upload bytes. This is just a simple tool to monitoring the network activity of the local 
computer 
4.2.5 Logging System 
The logging system is created to Jet network administrator or network technfoian to 
check what action has been performed last time. The logging system will store the 
data like what and when the action have been performed . 
• 77 . 
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4.2.6 System Tray 
The UMVNC has a function to hide the application at the System Tray. A icon will 
be display at the System Tray. 
IX 
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4.3 Non-Functional Requirements Analysis 
Non-Functional Requirements describe how the system will do it. Non-functional 
requirements describe the constraints and restriction of the system that limit the 
choices for constructing a solution to the problem. These constraints narrow the 
selection of language, platfonn, or implementation techniques or tools. The UMVNC 
must ensures certain VNC application qualities like user-friendly, flexibility, 
security, correctness, funct ionality, reliabil ity and accuracy, efficiency as well as 
maintainability. The following non-functional requirements have been considered for 
UMVNC. 
4.3. 1 User-Friendly 
The user interface nnd design of the system should be user-friendly to enhance the 
interaction bt.:tween users and the systt.:m The suitable and meaningful graphics. 
images, button arc requires to enhance the user friendl iness of the system. Adequate 
messages and response given by the systl!m arc rl!quired to provide a good 
impression to a user in using the system. The interface design should apply to 
consistent fashion when.! nil visual infonnntion must be organized according to a 
design standard that is maintained throughout all screen displays. Apart from that, 
input mechanisms are constrained to a limited set that are used consistently 
throughout the application. 
. 79 • 
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4.3.2 Flexibility 
The system should be flexible and able to fulfi ll all user requirements. The system, 
software and hardware should have the capability to take advantage of the new 
technologies and resources and can be implemented in the changing environments It 
must be able to cater for all types of information. 
4.3.3 Security 
The system should provide certain level of security to ensure only the authorized 
user can access to any functionality in UMVNC. The logon process should be 
implemented to allow only network administrator and network technician to use the 
UMVNC. 
4.3.4 Correctness 
A program or system must operate correctly or it provides little value to its users. 
Correctness is the degree to ' hich the sofhvurc pcrfoi ms its required fu nction. To 
ensure th is application qunlity, lots of testing nnd triu l-nnd-crrors will be carried out. 
4.3.5 Functionality 
The functionalities stressed here are the remote controlling and remote shutdown 
restart , which is 'ery important in any VNC application that deals with remote host. 
The network administrator or network technician can full use the functionality 
provided. 
- ){() -
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4.3.6 Reliability and Accuracy 
Reliabi lity is referred to the expectation of a system to perfonn its intended function 
accurately. The system should be able to handle unexpected error and give proper 
response to the user to enhance the rel iability, accuracy as well as robustness of the 
system. It is closely related to correct link processing, error recovery and user input 
validation and recovery. This quality is essential as it indicates how far users will be 
confident in the implementation of the new computerized system in getting daily 
minutes processing done. 
4.3. 7 Efficiency 
Undeniable, efficiency is the mam key for implementing the new meetings 
management system. Efficiency is understood as the abil ity of a process procedure to 
be called or accessed unlimitedl to produce similar perfonnance outcomes at an 
acceptable or credible speed. Efficiency is nH.:usured bnse on response time 
performance nnd transfer mtcs. 
4.3.8 Mnintninnbility 
The sections within the system should be easy to handle to ensure the maintenance 
can be done regularly. System maintenance accounts would require more effort if the 
system is not designed according to good programming practices. Maintainability is 
the ease with which a program can be corrected if an error is encountered, adapted if 
its environment changes, or enhanced if the customer desires a change in 
n.:qu1rcments Besides, evolutionary of the system will easy to be done. 
HI 
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4.4 Decision on C hoosing Technology, Software and Development 
4.4.1 Development Framework 
Microsoft .NET Framework 
Microsoft .NET has many powerful feature that programmer will looking for. It 
provide a very easy way to develop a new software. Microsoft .Net Framework is 
chosen as the development framework because it is specifically design and has 
unique features in developing a VNC application. It provides convenience and easier 
way to establish a fully operable system without any obstacle. 
The platform technologit:s used arc di fTerent in both . NET und J2EE. 
Tnblc 4. l : C'ompnrison of Microsoft .NF.T and .J2EE 
Feature Microsoft .Net J2EE 
-Object-oriented 
programmmg language; C# Juva 
single inhcritnnce from 
one base class 
-
Runtime system manages 
memory re;:f ercnces and CLR I metndatn, runt imc JV M 1 secured ope rat ions 
allocations. controls nttributc 
execution 
Reusable components 
JavaBcans + info on how .DLLs CLR 
to use and deolov 
A large library of base .NET common JDK 
components comp0nents 
Web page de elopment ASP.NET, Web Services JSP, Servlets framework 
Database access ADO.NET JDBC, SQLJ framework 
-
GU I de!>ign Win Forms and Web Java Swing Fonns 
-
Middlcware and DCOM E.1 8, .12EE, XML A_Eplication Integration 
-Mobile, PDA and Smart 
.NET Mobile Edi tion J2ME Devices 
-
• H? 
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Cross language 18 languages 2 or 3 languages development 
Vendor Neutrality Not vendor neutrality, as it Not totally vendor is tied to Microsoft neutrality 
Stronger technology 
neutral eCollaboration The scope of J2EE IS 
Interoperability strategy as .NET IS limited to J2EE vendors 
designed to interoperate and COBRA vendors. 
between platforms. 
Can support a large IT is not proven that it can 
Scalability amount of workload with handle these workload at 
lower cost. any price. 
There IS no equivalent 
.NET platform includes on vendor-neutral framework 
Framework eCommerce framework in J2EE. I lave to build a 
called Commerce Server new appl ication form 
scratch. 
Table 4.1 compares each and every features that both platform have to act a 
development frame\ ork. From the table, clearly is shown thut MicrosoO .NET can 
achieve more advantages in developing the system 1f compurc to J2EE. Development 
process will be smoothly proceeding till the completion of the system. 
Tht.: .Net initiative promises to make development of distributed components within 
the WindO\ s plntfom1 n lot cnsit.:r to do, with big improvc1rn.: nts coming in six to 
nine months with the rclca c of Visual Studio.NET, ASP.NET and ADO.NET. Over 
the next year, Windows XP. fom1erly called Whistler, wi ll appear, complete with 
some .Net Web Services and building block services. But as with Office IO and the 
.NET Enterprise Servers, the incorporation of complete support for such .Net 
faci lit ies as managed executables, ASP.NET, ADO.NET, JScript.NET, Visual Studio 
for Applications.NET, and so on, wi ll have to wait for the next iteration of Windows. 
As a conclusion, Microsoft .NET framework is chosen ns n development framework. 
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4.4.2 Development Platform (Operating System) 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional 
SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional has a very powerful, user-friendly and 
interactive Graphical user interface (GU1) and stable compare to the previous version 
of the windows OS. It is chosen as the development platfonn for the software 
developing in UMVNC. This is because it's strengths and reliability compares to the 
other operating system like linux and unix. Microsoft Windows XP Professional is 
built to work with a series of microprocessor from the Intel Corporation that share 
the same or similar sets of instructions. 
The network computer lab has the powerful computer with Microsoft Windows XP 
operating system installed. Windows XP is commonly use nowadays and it is easy to 
get in the faculty lnborntorics. Therefore, the implcmcntntion of the proposed system 
can be done easily and cffccti cly without fucing the issue of operating system. 
Besides thut, one of the features like System Recovery wi II automatically restore the 
previous setting when computer is cmshing. It make n good job especially for those 
who are not a computer troubleshooter. Windows's graphical user interface (GUI) 
also makes it ea y to setup application without having to enter a command. Un
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4.4.3 Programming Language 
Visual C# .NET 
Visual C# .NET 2003 is the modem, innovative programming language and tool for 
building .NET-connected software for Microsoft Windows, the Web, and a wide 
range of devices. With synta,x that resembles C++, a flexible integrated development 
environment (lDE), and the capability to build solutions across a variety of platforms 
and devices, Visual C# .NET 2003 significantly eases the development of .NET-
connectcd sofiware. 
I will choose Visual C#.NET to develop the software because C# is a great language, 
and I have found it to have a number of advantages over other programming 
language. The reasons to choose C# as below 
Forcnch : this is u simple, but powerful addition to u programming language, 
nnd something grabbed straight from the Visunl Bosic world. Opcrnting in a 
similar fashion to n C-style "for" loop, it nllows you to iterate over the 
contents of a col k ction ' ithout having to access clcmc11ts in un array by 
index 
Delegate and E\•cnts: In Java, events are modeled after the "Listener" 
design panem. Objects which generate events provide a set of methods to add 
or rcmo e "listener" objects. These listener objects implement a particular 
interface specified by the event generating object. Events are generated when 
the event generating object calls methods on the registered event listener 
object. NET follows the Listener pattern, but with a new twist. First, .NET 
includes "delegates" which arc a special type of ohjcct that wrops n method, 
~tat1c or member, that corresponds to u pu1t1culnr sig1111tu1 · M1crnsotl calls 
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them "typesafe function pointers," which seems an apt description. A method 
wrapped inside an event delegate can be passed to an event property (which 
encapsulates the add and remove logic in one location) that is declared as part 
of an event generating class, and which is clearly marked in metadata as an 
event registrat ion point. For instance, through reflection, you can ask any 
class for the events it supports by calling GetEvents() on its Type object 
(which is similar in concept to the Java class object), irrespective of naming 
convention. 
No Exception Specifications/Support for Nested Exceptions: Jn my 
experience as a Java programmer, it is very common to get an exception that 
is NOT the real cause of the problem. I track down the location in source 
code from which the exception was thrown (using stack trace infonnation}, 
only to lin<l thnt the exception was thrO\ n within u catch block, ctTcctively 
hiding the lower le cl exception (nnd, potcntwlly, the rea l cause or the 
probkm) from me .. This is an ucci<lcntal byproduct of a nilc which says you 
ha c to declare in c cry method the cxccption(s) that will be thrown. Since 
this list can grO\ quite huge for methods thut cull lnrge numbers of exception 
thro\\~ng method . it is common practice to specify a common base exception 
for your library, creating derived exceptions from that base as needed. Lower 
le el exceptions are trapped within a method, and the application throws a 
new exception that meets the requirements of the exception specification. 
Properties: Properties are a common programming paradigm. Java 
programmers specify ordinary methods as properties by using the naming 
convention of "getX YZ" for property retrieval and "sctXYZ" to set the value. 
Development environments know to look for this naming convention und 
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treat values that follow the convention as properties. ln contrast, .NET in 
general and C# in particular includes explicit support for properties as 
separate entities from methods. System.Type includes methods for retrieving 
properties (System.Type.GetProperties and System.Type.GetProperty). 
Indexers: C# allows objects to be treated like arrays through the use of an 
indexer. The indexer can take any type, and return any type of value. For 
instance, a collection object can provide access to its contents by index (an 
integer), by name (a string), or some arbitrary 3rd object type. The presence 
of indexers in C# explains why ArrayList and Hashtable can be accessed 
using array-style syntax. This should appeal to C t-1 programmers accustomed 
to STL (Standard Template Library) convent ions Cll doesn't include support 
for generics (C-t 1 templates are an example of generics). but that's coming, 
and in n fonn that might a oid the code bloat issues nssociated with Ct 1 
templates. 
A preprocessor: They arc used to manage conditional compilation. 
Conditional compilation allows programmers to include optional code into 
the final executable bused on the pl\!scncc of certain preprocessor constants. 
For instance, a common use of conditional compilation is for the inclusion of 
debug-related code. Such debug code might perf orrn operations that you 
wouldn't want present in the released program. Conditional compilation 
allows this code to be included or excluded as necessary. C# preprocessor 
support would be familiar to anyone accustomed to the CIC++ preprocessor. 
Constants are defined using #define, or as part of the build environment. 
Condit ional statements use the #if, #else, #el if and llendif statements . 
• ~7 . 
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The using code block: In languages such as C++, you can detennine exactly 
when memory wi ll be freed for reuse. Resources can be released immediately 
through use of the delete operator, or at the end of a particular scope (such as 
a method declaration) for objects declared on the stack. With Java and .NET, 
however, this is not the case. Memory is managed by the runtime, which 
means you cannot know exactly when your objects will be destroyed. This is 
a problem in cases where you are using resources that need to freed for reuse 
as soon ns possible. Good examples include open files with exclusive 
read/write access, and database connections retrieved from a shared pool. The 
common paradigm in Java is to define a "close()" method on objects that 
require such immediate cleanup This method needs to he called in all cases, 
whether or not a particular block of code has exited normally. The standard 
way to do this is to pince the call to close in the "tinnily" clause or a "try" 
exception handling block 
More flexible source code orgnnizntion : Juvu classes must be defined in a 
file named uner the public class it contains (only one or which cun exist in the 
file). Furthennore, the programmer must pince the source file in a directory 
structure that matches the package associated with the class. For instance, if 
the package directive at the top of the page reads "turtleneck.core", your 
source files must usually be located in a directory named turtleneck\core. I've 
ne er liked this restriction. For small applications, you don't need such a strict 
code hierarchy, and either way, it should be up to developers to decide where 
to place thei r files. C# gets rid of this requirement. This might lead to longer 
source code files, as developers might choose to put more than one public 
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class in a source file. C# remedies this issue through use of the "#region" 
precompiler directive. 
Really simple native invocation: This will make Java purists scream, as Java 
isn't supposed to need native invocation. Perhaps that deep-seated belief is 
what guided the Java development team to tum native code execution into a 
programmer's version of the Chinese water torture. JNI is a HORRIBLY 
messy C API, and anyone who likes it probably hangs around New York's 
Little Italy spi tt ing half-chewed Milk Duds at Tony Soprano look-a-likes. 
There are LEG ITIMATE REASONS for needing to call into native code, if 
for no other reason than that we don't live in a world where everything can be 
done in managed code (read: inside a Javo YM or the .NF.T runtime). Cfl 
makes it really simple to specify a library function for use in a Cfl class. 
Attributes. Attribulcs aren't exclusive to Cll us they ure defined as part of the 
.NET CU. I !owe er, since Cfl is u .NET language and makes their use almost 
trivial, they are worth n mention. ALL brnc~ctcd infonnation wi ll be stored as 
part of the assembly as scria lized data in the casll of custom attributlls, or as 
special nags on the object for special att ributes (such as "Scrial izable") which 
arc direct! ' supportcd by the .NET runtime. Attributes can be applied at the 
class, interface, struct, method, property, parameter and return value level. 
At the Conclusion, I will choose Visual C#.NET to develop the software. Visual 
Cfl .NET have a better IDE compare to any Java IDEs. Though C#, like Java, runs 
through a virtual machine, the .NET virtual machine is far superior more than Java 
virtual machine. 
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C#, for all intensive purposes, is the premier language of .NET. It was written 
explicitly to support features found in .NET, and has become the de facto language 
used in .NET-oriented training materials. 
In other words, most .NET programmers will come across C# code frequently, and 
wi ll acquire a strong familiarity with the language. 
4.4.4 XML 
The database system that I use to develop my application is XML. Here are the 
reason why I choose XML. 
- XML is a meta language 
XML is text-based and easy to read 
XML is ideal for structured documents 
XML is presentation neutral 
XML is multilingual 
XML helps businesses to integrate 
XML is open 
- 90 
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4.5 Development Requirements 
The following are the hardware requirements and software requirements for the 
development of the UMVNC. It is the minimwn requirement in order to develop the 
UMVNC application. The faster machine sure will give u the faster throughput 
Hardware requirements: 
PC with at least Pentiwn Ill 600 Ml lz processor 
At least 256 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) 
At least 20GB of hard disk space. 
Fast Network Interface card. 
17 inch CRT Monitor 
Other standard computer pcriphemls. 
Software requirements: 
Microsoft Windm s XP Profossionnl Edi tion 
Microsofl Visual tudio .NET 2003 Professional Edition 
Microsofl .NET Framework 1.1 
Adobe PhotoShop 6.0 for image editing 
• <)I 
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4.6 User client Requirements 
The fo llowing are the hardware and software requirements for the user in order to 
function properly with UMVNC 
Client Hardware Requirements 
PC with at least Pentium 200 MHz and above 
- At least 128 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM) 
Fast Network interface card. 
- At least JO GB hard disk space 
15 inch CRT Monitor 
- Other standard computer peripherals 
Client oftwarc Requirements 
Microsofl Windows 98 Second Edition or above 
Microsofl .NET Framework 1.1 or ubovc 
. 9? 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is a process of transforming the problem into a solution. It can be 
referred as the description of a solution. The description of a system may change 
during the system development life cycle since the nature of the solution may change 
as the solution id described or implemented. 
In this phase, the overall architecture for this project will be determined and 
documented. It includes features and components of the syste~ data design, 
architectural design, user interface design and procedural des ign of the system. The 
purposes of this phase arc to transform the requircmcnLc; into a functiona I system and 
to change the abstract logical model to the concrete physical implementation. 
The objectives of system design arc listed below: 
Meet User Requirnments 
Ease of Use 
Specify Logical Design Elements 
Sof\ware Spcci ticntion 
UMVNC is designed in the following design principal 
User Friendly 
Modularity 
Cohesion 
Flexibility 
- 91 -
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5.2 Overview ofUMVNC System Architecture Design 
n'J Host with UMVNC 
~ Control Center Installed 
1\ 
Remote control , restart, 
shutdown, send message 
I losts with agent running behind 
Figure 5, I : UMVNC System Architecture 
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Work Flow Diagram 
Start 
Ir 
Main Menu 
-~ 
request Controlled 
r Remote Contro ll ing ... 
Request shutdown _ Remote Shutdown or shutdown 
... 
Restart 
~ ... 
Display 
send Ill eSSlU.tC 
... Remote Warning ... 
System 
launch I C!IUlt 
-
-
- Network Monitoring 
nutomntic Logging System cti splny 
--
r 
click 
-
System Tray hide . 
-... 
·Ir 
FiJ!urc 5.2: Work Flow DinJ!nun of ll MVN(' 
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5.3 System Functionality Design 
System functionality design is based on the system requirements stated in Chapter 3. 
It translates the system requirements into system functionality. This design focuses 
on the system structure design and data flow diagram. 
5.3. I System Structure Chart 
Remote Controlling 
Remote Shutdown or 
Rcstar1 
Rcmott! Warning 
Systl.!m 
Nl.!h ork Monitoring 
Logging System 
System Tray 
Figure 5.3: System Structure Chart 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is concerned with designing a sequence of functional 
transfonnation that converts inputs into required output. The diagrams illustrate how 
data flows through a system and how the output is derived from the input through a 
sequence of functional transfonnations. Table 4.1 shows the description of symbols 
used in DFD. 
Table 5. 1 Description of symbols used in DFD 
j Component 
Data 
I 10 I Stored Data 
r 
\.. 
j Description 
Data Flow - Represent the flow of data or into from one 
object to another. 
- Arrow denotes the direction of data flow 
- Each data flow is labeled with the name or 
details or the info represented by the data 
flow. 
Dntn tore - I told dutu for u time within the system. 
- Comprise two sections: 
I. Identifier information 
2. Description of the data stored 
Entity - Any objects in the real world, for example 
person. 
Process - Transfonn the input data to output data 
- Represent by the rectangle shape 
- Comprise two or three section: 
I. Top section contains u dcscnptton of the 
C)? 
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process. 
2. Lower section contains the physical 
location or computer program info. 
ln order to simplify and clarify what the data flow diagram is portraying, there are 
supplemental conventions as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Description of symbols used in DFD {supplemental) 
Component Descnp110n 
- -
D 
Use a slash in the corner to indicate a duplicate entity 
- - Use n "hoop" to illustrntc that data fl ow lines cross but 
/ I'. not inh.:rscct. 
0 
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5.3.2.1 Context Diagram for UMVNC 
0 
action 
Shutdown acknowledgement 
Controlled 
Rcquc~t contml 
Rcquc'lt shutdown User 
Student 
Figure 5.4: Context Diagram for UMVNC 
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5.3.2.2 Data Flow Diagram for UMVNC 
/ 
" 
/ 
' I ? 
Remote control acuon Remote 
Controlling Shutdown 
-
. 
or Restart ~ . 
\. ,) 
request request \. 
r r 
/ 
' 
/ 
' 1 requ~l d 
Remote . Network . 
- Network Warning ~ Monitoring \CfiJ -
System Administrator llJ\S \\Cf" 
\. ,) \. ,) 
~ 
r 
" 
/ "'\ 
~ 
" Logging !\hit\' ll(lll'ICI System 
llUl1'111.111-..1lh I l11kM1<1\\ 
~ Tray 
-
' 
_) RclnC\'C h~u~ llCl!llll ,. 
info \. 
l'ClnC\'C , ~ u!'l11e 
lnfo I 
Figure 5.5: Data Flow Diagram for UMVNC 
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5.4 Database Design 
Regardless of the design techniques to be used, well-designed data can lead to the 
better program structure and modularity, and reduce the procedural complexity. The 
database is constructed us ing XML. The design objectives are: 
i) Purposeful information retrieval 
ii) Small size of database 
iii) Efficient data storage 
iv) Data availability 
v) Efficient updating and retrieval 
vi) Data integrity 
5.4. l Datu Dictionary 
Datn dict ionary explicitly represents the relationship umong the data objects and 
con traints on the clements of a dutn structure. The lie Ids, datu type. field size and 
the description of fields for cnch tnbk arc shown ns fo llow: 
Table 5.3: XML Schcmn for Logging System) 
.-
--
-
Element Ocscri1,tion 
-activity What action has 
been performed 
date Date of the action 
time Time of the action 
I 0 I • 
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5.5 User Interface Design 
User interface design describes how the software communicates with the humans 
who use it. The UMVNC graphical user interface is designed to make the usage more 
easier and a lot of the functions have been integrated into the application. 
5.5.1 Concepts of User Interface Design 
Learnability vs. Usability 
The goal of the user interface should be foremost in the design process. 
Consider the example of a visitor information system located on a kiosk. In 
this case it makes perfect sense that the primary goal for the interface 
designers should be case of operation for the first-time user. The more the 
interface walks the user through the system step by step, the more successful 
the interface would be. User interface design is not a "oni.: size fits all" 
process. Every system hns its own considerations and accompanying design 
goals. The Requirements Pha ·e is designed to d 1c1t from the design team the 
kind of information that should make these goals clear. 
lntuitivcn~ss 
It is generall 1 pcrcci ed that the most fundamental quality of any good user 
interface should be that it is intuitive. The problem is that "intuitjve" means 
difTerent things to different people. To some an intuitive user interface is one 
that users can figure out for themselves. There are some instances where this 
is helpful, but generally the didactic elements geared for the first-time user 
wi ll hamper the effectiveness of intermediate or advanced users. 
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A much better definition of an intuitive user interface is one that is easy to 
learn. This does not mean that no instruction is required, but that it is minimal 
and that users can "pick it up" quickly and easily. First-time users might not 
intuit how to operate a scroll bar, but once it is ex'])lained they generally find 
it to be an intuitive idiom. Icons, when clearly unambiguous, can help to 
make a user interface intuitive. But the user interface designer should never 
overlook the usefulness of good old-fashioned text labels. Icons depicting 
portrait or landscape orientation, for example, are clearly unambiguous and 
perhaps more intuitive than the labels themselves, but without the label of 
"orientation," they could make no sense at all. Labels should be concise, 
cogent, and unambiguous. A good practice is to make labels conform to the 
terminology of the business that the application supports. This is a good way 
to pack 11 lot of meaning into u very few words. Designing intuitive user 
interfaces is far more nn art than n science. It draws more upon skills of 
psychology and cogniti e reasoning thnn computa engineering or even 
graphic design. The process of Usability Testing. however, can assess the 
intuitiveness of a user intafoce in an objective manner. 
Consistency 
Cons is tcnc~ bct\\ccn applications is always good, but within an application it 
is essential. The standard GU1 design elements go a long way to bring a level 
of consistency to every panel, but "look and feel" issues must be considered 
as wdl. The use of labels and icons must always be consistent. The same 
label or icon should always mean the same thing, and conversely the same 
thing should always be represented by the same label or icon. In addition to 
con<i i~tcncy of labeling, objccLc:; should also be placed in a consistent munncr 
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Simplicity 
The complexity of computers and the information systems they support often 
causes us to overlook Occam's Razor, the principle that the most graceful 
solution to any problem is the one which is the most simple. A good gauge of 
simplicity is often the number of panels that must be displayed and the 
number of mouse clicks or keystrokes that are required to accomplish a 
particular task. All of these should be minimized. The fewer things users have 
to see and do in order to get their work done, the happier and more efTective 
they will be. 
Prevention 
A fundamental tenet of graphic user interfaces is that it is preferable to 
prevent users from performing an inappropriate task in the first place rather 
than ollowing the task to be pcrforrm:d umJ presenting a message aflcrwards 
saying that it couldn't be done. This is nccomplishcd by disabling, or "graying 
out" certain elements under certain conditions. 
Forgiveness 
One of the ad atttngcs of graphic user intafoccs is thut with all the options 
plainly laid out for users. they arc free to explore and discover things for 
thcmscl cs. But this requires that there always be a way out if they find 
themscl es somewhere they realize the shouldn't be, and that special care is 
taken to make it particularly difficult to "shoot themselves in the foot. " A 
good tip to keep users from inadvertently causing damage is to avoid the use 
of the Okay button in critical situations. It is much better to have button labels 
that clearly indicate the action that wi ll be taken. 
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Aesthetics 
Finally, it is important that a user interface be aesthetically pleasing. It is 
possible for a user interface to be intuitive, easy to use, and efficient and still 
not be terribly nice to look at. While aesthetics do not directly impact the 
effectiveness of a user interface, users will be happier and therefore more 
productive if they are presented with an attractive user interface. 
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5.5.2 UMVNC Graphical User Interface 
h~ llMV!ltl l.tmlrol l cnlt.'r --~ .. _ 
Figure S.6: llMVNf Grnphicnl tJscr lntcrfncc 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
System implementation is a phase of integrating the designed modules or functions 
of the system based on the requirements. The process of coding is started in this 
phase where it took most of the time in developing this system. In order to achieve 
the suggested system, the appropriate tools and languages are needed to code the 
progrnm. /\.number of hardware and tools were chosen m th is case. 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEJ..f /Jvf PLEMENTATION 
6.2 Development Environment 
In order to maximize the development process an appropriate tools have been 
selected. Below are the tools: 
Table 6.1: The Development Tools 
Development Tools I Function I Description 
Microsoft Windows XP Development Plat fror~.lOpcrating System 
Microsfl Visual Programming Tool System Development Tool 
Studio .Net 
/\<lobe Photoshop 7.0 Image Creation Tool To create image 
- J\dobc TmugcRcady 7.0 l\111mullon Crcat10n 1 ool 1 o cr catc g1 ft ununullon 
--1-co_n_ E_d_it_o_r _5._2 ______ r_co_1_ _ rc-'a_1_io_n_T_o_o_1 ___ l To crcu tc UMVNL icon 
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6.3 Codin2 
6.3.1 XML Database (Application Setting) 
For UM Remote Agent, I used XML Database to store the configuration setting 
because it is easy to deploy the application at the network without having to 
recompile the application. 
Table 6.2: Application Setting for UM Remote Agent 
<?xml version " 1 . 0 " encoding " ulf-8" ?> 
<configuration> 
<appSettings> 
<c1dd key " UDPipMul ti cast " value•" 224 . 100 . 0 . 1 " /> 
<cidd key "UDPlpMultica~tPorL" v, lu1•• " !>~'>'1 11 I 
<ndd key " vncPor.t " v • l UP " <'!000" I> 
<ndd k1•y " .hu down'rim"t " v1lu" " 11" !> 
<c1dd key " rt•5t tl:'l'imt>t " v,1lu" " l' " !> 
-../ 1ppSctl:ingn> 
</configuration> 
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6.3.2 C# .NET Remoting (VNC) 
.Net Remoting used to establish 1-1 connection between the client and server (agent) 
Table 6.3: .Net Remoting Coding 
: ~ .· .. 
s t:rin1 VNCPORT ConfigurationSettings . AppSettings[ "vncPort" ) ; 
inL intVNCPort .. Int32 . Parse(VNCPORT) ; 
ChannelServices . RegisterChannel(channel) ; 
RemotingConfiguration . RegisterWellKnownScrviccTypc( 1 i1 o f 
( R •moteObj ect) , " RcmoteObj ect", WellKnownObj cctMode . SinglcC~1ll) ; 
- I I 0 -
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6.3.3 C# UDP Programming 
for remote shutdown, restart, log ofT, annoWlcement 
Table 6.4: UDP Coding for Remote Shutdown, Restart, Log off, Announcent 
public void udpListening() 
'\ 
::t:ri11g UDPipMulticasL .. 
Configuru l:ionScLLings . AppSct: tings ( " UDPipMul ticasL " ] ; 
~tting UDPipMulticastPor 
C::onfigutaLionSct Lings . AppSct tings ( " UDPipMul ticasLPorL " ] ; 
in UDPipMulLicnsLPort - 1nt32 . Pll~P(UOP1pMult:i<.:l:.:JtPorL) ; 
UdpCl1ent: :.>OCk rw;..· UdpCl lent (UDPlpMul tic,1~~ Pott) ; 
IPEndPoint icp 
I whi lt·, t1 ll .. ) 
n·w 1Pr:ndPoint(IPAdd1":1:i.Anv , O) ; 
by e(J d.1t:J sock . RecP i vc ( u! l l 1.•1 ' ) ; 
I 
I 
I 
s~d:. l sttingData 
data . Length) ; 
• ::n.:odit.g . A~'Cl l.Get!~ ting( n 1 , 0 , 
I 
I 
it(strinqDala •• " Shutdown" ) 
string strIP iep . ToString() ; 
in a ; 
a• strlP . IndexOf( ":" ) ; 
., ! 1: g <>rrp ; 
t~np D rIP . Subctring(O , a) ; 
- I I I -
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shut . sourceIP(temp) ; 
shut . Showuialog(J ; 
el:.>P it (stringData == " Restart " ) 
string strIP iep . ToString ( l ; 
a - strIP . IndexOf( ":" ) ; 
Gtring temp; 
temp strIP . Substring(O, a) ; 
restart Restart • n~w restart() ; 
P.eztart . ~ou~ce!P(t~~p) ; 
RcsLarL . ShowDialoq() ; 
"l. ' i 1 ( st rl nq Del La " l.ogo( l " ) 
.·11!111J ~trTP • l1'p.1'(1~trltHJ(l ; 
in a ; 
a strlP . lndcxOt (": " ) ; 
s !11 :i temp; 
L 1.!lllf.> - till Ip . s lib~> l L i 11q ( 0 , , , l ; 
logOff lo• new logOff() ; 
lo . sourccIP(tcmp) ; 
lo . ShowDialog() ; I I 
I 
I 
I 
l 0991 WJ <J nn0unc::0rr "n 1. Lorn 1 r_1'_1 __ ' ._, ·_w_1 _rJ-<J-'1_'_"~'~' (-)-;-~--------! 
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announcementLogqing . ~y~temLogging(stringData) ; 
announce;nent Announcement = r. w annotmcement, I ; 
Announcement . message (strinqD.:ita) ; 
Announc.:<:>rnent . ShowDi1log 
- I I\ -
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CHAPTER6 SYSTEAf !AIPLEJvfENTAT!ON 
6.3.4 System Logging 
To record activities that has been perfonned 
Table 6.5: System Logging Coding 
w~ing System; 
\ ISing System . IO; 
nam,.sp;v· e fsktm . networking 
pul li· ·1 1.::- l ogqing 
! ub l 1 • l o qq i 11q ( ) 
•I 
p1:bl ic vo1 :! sctviceSt3rLLogging ( l 
st :·i:.] filePath = 
Pa t h . GetDirec t o ryName( Application . ExecutablePath) + @" \logging . tx t " ; 
~ilPStrP~m f~ = nPW ~i l PSt rP~m(filPP~ th , 
F"ill?Mvdc . Op~nOrCreate , FileAcces s . Write) ; 
StreamWriter s w =ne w Stre amWri ter(fs ) ; 
sw . B~weSt rearn . Seek( O , SeekOrig i n . End) ; ........_ 
tt in~J r..:o ntt:nt 0.J t.f'T l me . No w . To .it r inq() 1 " " ' 
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CHAPTER 6 SYSTEAJ !AIPLEMENTATION 
" UM Remote Agent is started ! \n"; 
sw . wr1teL1ne(content) ; 
sw . Flush! l ; 
sw . Close() ; 
!Jtl'in -1 filePath = 
Pa Lh . Gel Di rccLo ryNarne (Appl ica ti on . ExeculablePa th) 1 @" \logging . txt"; 
FileSLrearn fs - new FileSLrearn((ilePath , 
F'ileMode . Opc>nO:.Crc~Le , F'ile.1\ccezc . \•!ri cl ; 
Sl1'<lmWriter sw • 11••w StrP,1mWrltel(fs) ; 
!;w . BaseSLrcam . Se •k(O, St>f•k0 tig1n . End) ; 
.· •1 in 1 cont•nL • OutPT1m,. . Now . Tl)~>t1lnq() 1 "" 1 
" UM ~emote J\C]L'll 1 :; !lLOppt•d ! \I\ "; 
:> W • W ri I I' 1 , i IH' ( <: n n I \ > 11 I \ ; 
sw . Flush() ; 
sw . Close () ; 
~ l:bl i · voi l sys ternLogg ing ( .1 t Li nq mcssc.1ge) 
s~d :.g filePath = 
Path . GetDirectoryName(Applica t ion . Executab lePath) + @" \logging . txt"; 
F'ilcStrc~m fc - nc~ FilcStrc~m{filcP~th , 
Fili::Mod ... . Opr.:nOrCreate , FileAccess . Write) ; 
StreamWriter s w = nPw StreamWriter(fs) ; 
~w . BaseStream . Seek( O , SeokOrigin . End) ; 
D11 1 <''I' 1 111P • Now. 'l'o:; l 1 I nq ( ) I " " t 
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I message 
I 
I 
+ " \ "; 
,, . .. 'lteL1ne (cont en ·_ 
SW . Fll!S!°l() ; 
sw . Close ( l ; 
STSTE\ f /.\ f Pf,E,\ fl~N1:· 1TJON 
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM TESTING 
7 .1 Introduction 
System Testing is required to ensure the system runs accordingly to its specifications 
and in line with the user's requirement and expectations. A few users are given the 
opportunity to try out the system so as to trace any foreseen errors or 
misunderstanding before the system is impiemented. 
Generally, there arc 3 types of testing strategy that are performed in the system 
testing: 
Unit Testing 
- Module Testing 
System lntegmtion Testing 
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7.2 Unit Testin2 
Another name for unit testing is program testing. This type of testing nonnally 
focuses on small unit of codes for example n subroutine or functions, which are 
independent of one another to locate errors. 
During the unit testing process, it enables the tester to detect errors in coding and 
logical mistakes that arc contained within that module itself. The interactions 
between modules arc 1111l!ally avoided dunng this lcslmg, as each is tested separately. 
J\.ll function on each button is examine lo ensure it pcrfom1 the entitles output such 
ns h perlink lo the right puge, cull the right l'Lmction to e:\ecutc, displu the correct 
message uccordmg to the error und cltnunutes ull lhe syntux lilults occurred. 
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7.3 Module Testin2 
Module Testing is done when the individual functions in that module are integrated. 
This is only done once the integration takes place as to ensure that all the units in the 
module ti.mctions well and accordingly. 
In module testing, each of the modules is tested as an independent component. In this 
cnsc, black box testing approach has been used. The system can be treated as a 
"black box" where lts chamctcnsttc lS dctennmcd through a study or the collection 
between the inputs and outputs. 
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7.4 System lntei?;ration Testing 
. System testing takes place when modules or sub s stems are integrated so that the 
testing is done on a created larger system. This type of testing is important to sec if 
the end product is work111g pcrtectly once all the modules and functions are 
integrated. 
Unit testing during System Integration Discussion with user 
rlAvPlnrmAnt ___J\ T P~t PrPr::ir::itinn ___J\ on test format and ILll ILl l possible scenarios 
D 
I ft-. I Build test plans I ft-. I Review test plans 
I esting 1 ~1 accoroing to I \--J I with user discussion held with ll~Pr 
I1 
LJebugging Retest 
Figure 7.1 : The Testing P rocess Flowchart 
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CHAPTERS SYSTEMEVALUATION 
8.1 Introduction 
During the development process, several problems were encoW1tered in hardware, 
sofiwnrc interfaces, and logic errors in programming the required functions of the 
system. Most or the problems were solved al the end and some will be solved m due 
time. 
TI1c system's strengths and limitations were evaluated by a variety of users. Basically, 
improving of the present system and potentia l enhancements ure bused on the 
suggcsllo11s and cvnluut1on or results from these users. 
'll1is chuplcr "ill ulsn present the knowlcd~e und expe1 ience gained though the 
process of developing um.I implementing UMYNC. 
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8.2 System Strengths 
As this project is about building a VNC application, here is some strength that this 
program hns managed to reveal : 
8.2.1 Easy-to-use Application 
Ease-of-use is most important aspect in this system. This system specially designed 
to control U1e target host (agent) cllccttvcly. It cllmmatcs as many tunc-conswmng 
and resource-consw11ing wsks as possibic. On the other hand, this system provides 
r • '' . • r • . ' ' • ' • • · • "'' ,,., ~ ' "'"' ......... USCI lllCllUI) llllCllttCC, llU ll Ullllllg_ l:> llCCUCU lU ICUlll llU\\ lU l!:>C UIC U IVIVJ'I\... . lllC 
- . ..... - 1 .. , _;_;_. _ ...,. . _ _ •• : 11 ··~- J I 1 11. A'\ f"l.. 11'°"' :_ - ••·•·- . _ .. ,, , • - - --u•.-•• •\... • -.-. • •• _ ... . 
ll~l\\\11~ <IUJllll ll >! lllllV I \\ 111 l lllU V IV I l ''"'- I >! d '-<I :!) IVV I lV lllOIUI~~ UI~ ll~l ~"'l.11~ 
"" .... ""."' .. " •'" 
""'" ''l '".""' · 
8.2.2 ystcm Tnms1un·cnC)' 
• ystem trnnsparenc ' rcfors to the conditions where the ncl\ ork u<lmi111shuto1 do not 
hnve to kno\ the workmg code, how the system st1 ucturc, und un thing related to the 
system bui lt. They ore just required tn knm how IO eommunicutc with the user 
i11lcrlucc or the.: :-t~slc.:11 1. 
8.2.3 Easy to deploy the agent application at the network 
'l11c configuration of the application is saved at the xml database file make it easy to 
deploy the agent apphcallon at the network computer without having to recompile 
1hc applicauon. The cnvtronmcm is dynamic so that it wiii meet the changes of the 
m;l\\wk. cu111plllc1 fut tlac futUJc. 
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8.2.4 Organized and User Friendly Interface 
All the modules in UMVNC have its own and standardized user interface, no 
conunand line is needed and it is very easy to learn the application. Standardization 
in user interface design is making ulviVNC easier to understand and reduce the 
l.:omph.:~ily of Utt; syslcm wl11;;11 usc1 wunl lo use Utt; upplit;Uliou. 
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8.3 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
Several problems have occurred during the development and implementing of UM 
UMVNC. Some problems have been discovered and solutions have been sought 
dunng testmg and rclCrence check on the information through lnlemel,C# 
programming reference books and the guide given by the supervisor. Encountering 
with these problems has been proven to be valuable experience and guideline in the 
futu1 I!. 
8.3. l Lack of knowlcdAc 
'l11c very fost chulh..·ng.e in developing VNC upplicntion such as UMVNC is lo muster 
and to get fonuhnr \ 1th progrnmmmg langungc. l·or mstancc, lo get maslcnng m 
usinti. \~Sua l studio .NET by using c# .NET and Vl3 .NET us the programming 
lu11guugc, Jdn1gg111g u11d Clll1tpili11g lih.: B) 1 clc11 111g lu " cb~il...: 111::>u11.11 11...:1 o:-iul1 .uo111, 
lvts ~)f artid\! ;n, ilabk tht..:r\!. lks1J1.:~ th,1t l\>b \ )f \,1Ju.1ble 111fo1m,ttwn c,\ll be gaincJ 
from codcprojcct wcb:;itc;. 
8.3.2 Difficult to track the security problem occurcd 
When the lab computer changed to Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2. All the 
mtcmet appltcnllon is block by default setting of the Windows Firewall. Al the early 
time, l rea lly don ·1 know how to soive the probiem but fonunateiy with the guide 
gl\...:11 L) Mi L111g Teck Cimw I k.m:w t1u1t how tu cuuulc:: the:: e:tpplilA1tiuu tu the 
li -;tcnmg mvJc 
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8.3.3 Difficulties in choosing a development platform, programming language 
and tools for UMVNC applications 
There arc several platfon11 and tcchnolog1es available that we can use to develop a 
Uivf'vl'-i"C application such as java and C# .N"ET. Besides the platform, choosing a 
:suilttblc µwgrn11u1uug lu11guugt; urn.I luols "u:s tt 1,;rili1Atl µwct;:>S us ull tools um.I lhc 
programming language have their strengths and weakness. In addition., the 
Getting infonnation from internet helps in making the decision of choosing platfonn 
und dcvclopmcnl tools. By choosing C# .NET as the plalfonn ha c some advantages. 
C# .NET 1s a powcrt"ul programmmg language but equip with easy to use user 
interface. 
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8.4 System Limitations 
1nere are few system limitation which arc highlighted below: 
8A.l Authentication 
The authentication should be integrated into UMVNC. So that only the authorize 
user can use the application. Without the authenttcat1on, it will post a security risk to 
the network. 
8.4.2 Lack of global clock system 
·111e global clock system should be implemented to give the sys tem clock of the 
network computer s nchro1117cd so that the system loggmg will record the act1v1t1 es 
pcrfonncc.1 correct! . 
8A.3 Lnck of camccl nclion module 
When the net\ ork n<lministrnt()r issue u 1c11totc sh11tdm n, 1cstu1t, log off command 
the UMVNC should hnvc the ub1li t to cm1ccl the uct1on. So that 11 will m11ke the 
network computer stay intuet. 
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8.5 Future Enhancements 
111e current UMVNC can be upgraded so that new and sophisticated functions and 
features can be added on. Generali , there are a few enhancements that can be done 
to this system m foture and they arc as below. 
8.5.1 Authentication 
With the authent ication, the UMVNC will be more secure. So that an authorize use 
can use the UMVNC appltcat1on. 
8.5.2 Global clock system 
With the global clock system, the system logging wi ll record nil the uction pcrfonncd 
more prec1scl and perfect! . It ts more eusy ' hen the network udm1111strntor to track 
the record. 
8.5.3 Cancel action module 
With this cancel action module, 01c ndwmk n<lministrntor cu11 roll huck the action 
pcrtonncd so that the nct\\ork crnnputl!r wo11 't be shutdown, rcsturt , log ol t' 1f lhc 
network administrator press action wrongly. 
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8.6 Conclusion 
After implementation, UMVNC should be evaluated. Problems that encountered 
were analyzed and the appropriate solutions were taken carefully. Overall, UMVNC 
strengths fultill the functional and non-llincttonal requirements as planed at the start 
of this project. Although there some constraints or limitation in UMVNC, but there 
can be the future enhancement. Knowledge and experience gained through this 
prnj~~t nlsu l~ing ~\: luatoo. 
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